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STRAND THEATRE

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
sulwcrlptlons »3 00 per year payable In
advance: single copies three cents
Advertising rates based upon circula
tion and very reasonable.

"Sunset Pass," latest Zane Orey
picture shown Wednesday, ls the
story of a cattleman's association
deputy who Is assigned to run down
a gang of cattle-rustlers. He goes
to prison voluntarily, mingles with
the convicts. From them he gather.
Information and escapes. From this
point plot moves swiftly. Tom Keene
plays the role of the deputy, with
Randolph Scott as the rancher and
Ka’hleen Burke as his sister. The
picture is replete with action.
Thc attraction Thursday is “Storm
a'. Daybreak," a vibrant love story
of three lives enmeshed in an un
usual conflict. The plot centers
about Kay Francis, young wife of
Walter Huston, wealthy Hungarian
landowner. Huston has long been
worried because he suspects that hls
wife's affection for him ls rather that
of a daughter for a father. Nils
Asther, Hungarian officer, who has
saved Huston’s life during a mob
uprising contingent upon the as
sassination of the Archduke Ferdi
nand of Austria at Sarajevo, becomes
military governor of the district.
Asther and Miss Francis fall in love
but the man who is friend to one and
husband to the other ts a perpetual
bar to thetr happiness.—adv.

newspaper history

The Rockland Oazette was established
In 1848. In 1874 the Courier was estab
lished and consolidated with the Oazette
In 1883. The Tree Press was established
In 1888 and In 1891 changed Its name to
he Tribune These papers consolidated
larch 17. 1897
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SLUGGED BY MIDNIGHT VISITOR

THE HOSPITAL

Piesident Griffin

Charles H. Ellis, Caretaker For Dr. Wili am Ellingwcod,
Grapples Marauder and Prevents Loss

Conditions

Mentions

With

THREE CENTS A COPY

Volume 88.................... Number 109

WETS WIN SWEEPING VICTORY IN MAINE

Which

Institution Is Dealing

"gettingjthe word" Eight Knox County Towns Stay Dry But Fail

To our citizens:—
When Race Secretary Bob McKin
There was excitement aplenty on blow on the head and went down
Thc campaign for thc Knox County ley went back to Union the other
Talbot avenue early Sunday morn and out with a recollection of crash
day it was with a feeling of satisfac
ing with all the earmarks of a movie ing glass. Some time later he re General Hospital charity fund is pro tion that he had signed C. Earle Lud
thriller when Charles H. Ellis, care covered consciousness and crawled to gressing slowly. If the people of the wick as starter of thc North Knox
gt ••• «•*•♦•••••••
••• ••• •••
gt
taker for Dr. Wm. Ellingwood, was the foot of the stairs, hls cries arous community desire to keep this insti
*•
*
Tbe doom of prohibition was sounded yesterday ln the State which stands
•*
When faith ls lost, when honor
slugged by a burglar who made his ing the family who called the police tution it ts necessary that their con
dies, the man Is dead —Whittier.
as the pioneer of temperance. By a vote of approximately two to one the
escape while his victim was uncon and friends. Mr. Ellis whose course tributions should be made now
Maine voters expressed a desire to repeal the 18th Amendment, and while
scious leaving a trail of disorder and from the living room was marked by
Some people have found fault with
they were so doing they decisively defeated the two proposed constitutional
blood behind. It is supposed that a crimson trail was found in a pool
amendments as well as thc two direct Initiative questions.
the
hospital,
or
its
management.
the maurauder was surprised soon of blcod at the foot of the stairs
ONE YEAR AGO
The vote of Knox County on the Constitutional Convention delegates
With
due
regard
to
all
such
com

after effecting an entrance to the Dr. Charles North found a cut on
(exclusive of Isle au Hautl shows that William T. Cobb, the leading wet,
house because nothing of value is his forehead, cuts on the right hand plaints it is essential to the welfare
defeated Adin L. Hopkins, thc leading dry, by 654 votes—this in spite of the
Prom the flies ot The Courier-Ga
missing.
and wrist and a severe cut on the of this locality that we have a hos
tact that eight of the towns stood for the retention of the 18th Amendment.
zette We learn that—
The incident had its start during ! right foot causing the chief loss pital Perhaps this one is not run as
Rockland gave the wet ticket a majority of 460, which shows how evenly
The Democrats carried the State,
Saturday evening when a young I of blood.
other people would manage it; but we
inclined the other towns of Knox County were.
and Edward C. Moran, Jr., was elect
man made three calls at thc residence
Patrolmen Emery and Ingraham
The totals for the Constitutional Convention delegates in Knox County
have it, and it ls a haven of refuge
ed to Congress. The Republican
ln quest of the doctor after being answered the call and immediately
were: Wllliam T. Cobb (well 3151; Ralph P. Conant (dryi 2482; Charles A.
when
illness
overtakes
us.
It
is'
county ticket war elected by majori
informed of hls absence until a latc notified Deputy Sheriff Ludwick who
Creighton (well 3048; Obadiah Oardner (well 2996; Adin L. Hopkins (dryi
ties ranging trom 150 to 800.
| hour. As a matter of fact the family made a careful investigation. The equipped to handle most any ailment
2497; George I. Leonard (Independent wet) 292; William H. Robinson (dry)
that
may
occur.
Loren Young and Marguerite
was a.', their Crawford Lake Camp ! living room furniture gave evidence
2457.
The
governing
board
of
the
hos

Young of Rockland swam seven miles
except the oldest son William who of the struggle and one of the large
Rockland's vote on the proposed city manager form of government was
pital
is
made
up
of
public-spirited
trom Bucksport Point to Sandy Point
notified the police of the stranger's windows was open, glass smashed
720 in favor and 1605 opposed. In Wardi3 thcCharterites were only two votes
citizens
who
are
devoting
much
time
ln an hour and 20 m.nutes.
actions when told of the circum J and blood inside and out. A rup
behind the Antis but in every other ward the opponents of the city manager
Lewiston newrpapers were speaking
stance in the late evening. William tured bag from a local market and and thought to its affairs. These
form had a walkover.
women and men arc serving without
ln very complimentary terms of the
then Joined t.he family at the lake.
scattered sand and pieces of metal
The election returns by towns and city wards follow:
pay. They always welcome con
manner ln which C. Earle Ludwick
Mr. Ellis made two precautionary ! gave mute evidence of the weapon
structive criticism. No member of
APPLETON
Stale Debt Limit—Yes, 104; No,
started the State Fair races.
excursions through the big house used.
the board has any desire to remain
about midnight ar.d saw to It that
Naturally the caretaker could get
Repeal -Cobb. 33; Conant, 97; 119.
races the last week in this month.
The Rockland and Rockport Lime
upon it ln opposition to public senti
Excise Tax—Yes, 85; No. 172.
Corporation was making plans to re "Hello, Jackson, old man, how are every window and door was carefully no description of his assailant In the ment. The public is at liberty to Mr. Ludwick "knows horses" because Creighton, 29; Gardner. 30; Hopkins.
Personal Property Tax—Yes, 100;
locked,
a
circumstance
which
leaves
dark,
and
some
signs
indicate
thc
he
has
dealt
with
them
all
hts
life,
|
94;
Leonard.
3;
Robinson,
94.
sume the manufacture of hydrated you?”
elect new members each year. But
lime—an industry which had been "My name Isn't Jackson, It’s John the burglar's mode of entrance presence of two men. but he had a any board must have the support of and has been successful as a driver. , Voting Machines—Yes, 19; No. 46 No, 147.
••••
son."
And hc knows the ethics of the 1 State Debt Limit—Yes. 22; No, 50.
something of a mystery. Shortly be good mental picture of the man who
suspended by the Are.
‘‘Same thing! I was just being a fore 1 o'clock Mrs. Ellis heard a called during the evening and may thc public in order to keep the hos Judges’ stand, because he has started
•
SOUTH THOMASTON
Excise
Tax
—
Yes,
23;
No.
48
Overness Sarkesian brought a 23- little familiar, that's all."—Detroit
pital going.
some of the largest races tn thc State,
Personal Property Tax—Yes, 26; j Repeal — Cobb. 38; Conant, 7,
slight sound and aroused her hus or may not have been connected
lnch Japanese cucumber to this offlee. Free Press.
The hospital's financial affairs are
band who crept barefoot down thc with the later developments. This now lr. serious condition. People who not forgetting those held at the Lew- No, 47.
Creighton. 38; Gardner 36; Hopkins,
stairs from thelr quarters into the visitor was a rather slight man of have had services rendered either iston State Fair two seasons. Drivers
10; Leonard. 5; Robinson, 10.
main house.
about 35, dressed in dark clothing cannot or wlll not pay. During the are always assured of a square deal.
Voting Machines—Yes, 17; No. 15.
CAMDFN
Entering the large living room on with light shirt open at the throat. year 1932 this item covered 261 pa
Repeal -Cobb, 537; Conant. 334; I Stale Debt Limit—Yes, 18; No, 18
the Talbot avenue side he glimpsed He w’as of dark complexion, bare tients who now owe the hospital over
Excise Tax—Yes, 20; No. 22
YOU WANT A coon
GETTING IN SHAPE
Creighton, 516; Oardner. 522; Hop
a moving figure in the dim glow from headed with wavy hair parted ln $8000 The books for this year to
kins. 343; Leonard. 27; Robinson, I Personal Roperty TSuq-Yes, 25;
a st-eet lamp and grappled it. Dur ' the middle, of easy manner and September 1 show 178 patients who Coach Sezak Making Excel 305
No. 15.
• • • •
ing the scuffle he received a heavy I address.
owe over $7000. These are cases that
lent Progress With l oot- Voting Machines—Yes, 276; No,
ST
GEORGE
the State will not pay for. In addi
266.
ball Squad
Repeal—Cobb. 136; Conant, 148;
CONTEST STANDING
WORLD BEATING TEAM tion to the above figure the hospital
State Debt Limit—Yes, 310; No.
Creighton, 137; Oardner, 124; Hop
is doing $200 per month free work
In order to arouse more interest in 298.
Herewith is presented the standing Camden Experts Make a The earnings of the Institution for
kins, 148; Leonard, 20; Robinson,
Excise Tax—Yes, 204; No, 497.
football and build up for future
There Is very seldom a lack ot Opportunity
145
thc
year
1932
were
$49,158.62.
Thc
in the Century of Progress Contest as
Personal
Property
Tax
—
Yes.
238;
Choice and Also Tell the
Rcckland football teams Coach Sezak
—a lack of a good position, for those who are
Voting Machines—Yes, 74; No, 100.
earnings to Sept. 1 1933, were of the High School will form a No. 440.
of
last
Pridav
noon,
unavoidably
de

Reasons Why
trained; those who are ready for them; those
• • • •
these
$32,068.41.
The
amount
of
State Debt Limit—Yes, 130; No. 73.
who can give the employer absolute satlsfacFreshman team this year tnus giving
ferred to the present Issue.
Excise Tax—Yes, 94; No, 103.
CUSHING
t on We have placed Graduate? of ours ln
"Dool" Dai’ey, who managed the unpaid accounts is about one- thc advantage of a few years' experi
Doris Caven ....................... ...... 3953
some of the flnest positions ln the East.
Personal Property Tax—Yes, 93;
Repeal—Cobb, 34; Conant, 20;
Camden team about two-thirds of the sixth of the annual earnings of thc ence as a team so that wh'-n they
We w.U train you for the Civil Service Ex
Ncrmi Seavey .
•3830 season, ar.d “Ap" Seaverns. who sees hospital. The apparent increase ln
No.
98
Creighton,
35;
Oardner.
32;
Hopkins.
reach the right size they will be able
aminations if you wish Special courses lor
Tom Pietrosky
• • • •
3396 every game except when the fish arc the unpaid accounts for this year is
16; Robinson. 18.
those who desire them Regis'.rations now.
to
step
right
ln
as
experienced
gridRalph Rawley
3221 biting, sat on the bleachers at Com partly due to a new system of pay
THOMASTON
Voting
Machines
—
Yes.
4;
No.
27.
sters. Plans ate also being made to
Elizabeth Brren ........................ 2749 munity Park the other night, and off ment by the State for authorized
Slate Debt Limit—Yes, 6; No. 29
Repeal—Cobb, 252; Conants z09;
teach a few of the fundamentals to
William Crow ..........................., 2117 hand picked out a "world-beating" rases. On cases where the Slate
Excise Tax—Yes. 10; No. 30.
Creighton, 261; Oardner, 247; Hopthe
Junior
High
School
boys.
Donna dcRochcmonl .............. 2015
Personal Property Tax—Yes. 12; flins, 199; Leonard. 15; Robinson.
Knox and Lincoln League team. And assumes liability, compensation Is
Sidney Harden ......................... 1542
No, 26.
204
readers will agree that lt is a mighty now at the rate of $3 per day only.
Seme
parents
are
averse
to
having
Robert Hall .. ........................... 1491
Maintenance costs go on Just the
good one. Here is the lineup:
Voting Machines—Yes, 109; No,
their
sons
try
out
for
football
team
Edward Hayes, Jr....................... 1401
FRIENDSHIP
178.
Sukeforth c. Middleton p. Kuhn lb. same.
because the boy ts probably too ycung
Mary Dodge ...........................
1383
If you owe the hospital money and
Westberg 2b. R. Brewer 3b, Mayhew
State Debt Limit—Yes, 118; No.
i too light, and probably would injure j Repeal—Cobb. 72; Conant, 100;
Kelsey Benner ............................ 1361
i
can
make
small
payments
regularly
ss, Simmons lf. Mealey cf, Ogier rt.
himself playing against the larger 'Creighton, 72; Gardner. 63; Hopkins, 192.
Elinor Spear .................
1136
Ricker utility. Chummy Gray second 1 it will be a big help. If you don't owe boys. Coach Sezak however has worked | 9®: Leonard. 9; Robinson. 92.
Excise Tax—Yes. 94; No. 252.
Judson Howard.......................... 1124
< anything and feel that you could
pitcher.
Voting Machines—Yes, 24; No, 45.
Personal Property Tax—Yes, 100;
out
a
system
whereby
the
boys
who
Bernard Nelson . ..........
1023
These players ire not selected witn spare a few dollars for charity, that lack weight and age will be kept In a
Stale Debt Limit—Yes, 26; No, 63 No. 229.
Henry Marr .................
946
• • • •
reference to the positions they have j will be doubly appreciated at this group by themselves. In this way the
Excise Tax—Yes, 32; No. 62.
Elizabeth Snow____ _________
758
UNION
been holding, but for which they are } time.
Personal Property Tax—Yes, 31;
parents
are
assured
that
their
boys
Bernard Thompson .....................
741
We never know whose turn will
Repeal—Cobb. 81; Conant. 128;
nevertheless fitted by experience
will be in their right class and less No. 62.
Leroy Stickney _.......................
699
' come next to go to the hospital.
• • • •
Creighton, 78; Oardner, 75; Hopkins,
Catching was Sukeforth's position in
apt to be injured.
Sam Beverage ............................... 659
129; Leonard, 10; Robinson. 128.
the National League. Ogier played i Therefore let us keep this institution
HOPE
• • • •
Howard Roblshaw ....................... 545
in readiness and each do a little to
Voting Machines—Yes. 66; No. 69.
outfield in the Maine Coast League,
Repeal
—
Cobb,
31;
Conant,
47;
The
High
School
football
team
ls
M Antllla ........ a.......................... 502
ward that end. The result will be
State Debt Limit—Yes. 66; No, 77
and Maurice 8lmmons, while a pitch
Creighton,
26;
Oardner,
27;
Hopkins.
that there will always be a suitable rapidly rounding into shape after a
Excise Tax—Yes. 77; No. 95.
er, i9 an exceptionally good out
47; Leonard. 4; Robinson. 48
week
of
morning
and
afternoon
prac

Time to come in out of the garden and make the
place to go to when illness overtakes.
fielder. Mayhew was doing splendid
Personal Property Tax—Yes, 75;
Voting Machine*—Yes, 24; No, 20.
tice
sessions.
A community of this size without a
house cosy—yes, and stylish with Plants and Flow
work at short when the accident oc
State Debt Limit—Yes, 27; No. 29 No, 82.
Now that school has opened prac
well equipped hospital is a picture
• • • •
curred
which
put
him
out
of
com

Excise Tax—Yes, 29; No, 32.
ers. Every downstairs room should have a Plant or
that would not be very pleasant to tice will be held every afternoon this
VINALHAVEN
mission for the balance of the season.
Personal Propertly Tax—Yes, 37;
week
until
Saturday
when
Brunswick
look at.
Milton M. Griffin
Bouquet (see the House Beautiful and similar mag
• • • •
No. 26.
Repeal—Cobb, 132; Conant, 78;
Stage and Ballroom
President will be played at Brunswick. This
The game between St. Oeorge and
•
•
•
•
Creighton,
124; Gardner. 124; Hop
azines). The following would help—
week's practice will consist of long
Class Lessons, 75c
Waldoboro in Waldoboro Friday night
kins, 73; Leonard. 17; Robinson, 73
MATINICUS
SIMONTON COMMUNITY FAIR scrimmages and smoothing up of
Cut Ivy and Wandering Jew for your "ivy balls”
Voting Machines—Yes, 72; No. 63
Private Instruction, $1.50 resulted in a 2 to 2 score, the game
Repeal — Cobb, 7; Conant, 9;
plays. So far lt looks as if Coach
being stopped by darkness
State Debt Limit—Yes, 110; No, 50.
Winners in the baby show at the Sezak will start thc following team Creighton, 6; Gardner, 7; Hopkins,
• • • •
ELISE ALLEN CORNER
I Oc and 1 5c
Excise Tax—Yes, 81; No, 72.
7; Leonard, 1; Robinson. 6.
at Brunswick:
Simonton
fair
were:
Under
onc
year,
143 MAIN ST., THOMASTON, ME.
Guilford defeated Togus 6 to 0 Sun
Personal Property Tax-Yes. 78
Voting
Machines
—
Yes,
1;
No,
10.
Left
End
—
Helller.
TEL. 134
Shapely Plants of the above, 50c
day. On the Togus team were four First prize. Betty Ann. daughter of
No. 67.
State Debt Limit—No, 13.
109-111
/
Left
Tackle
—
Allen
or
Barstow.
men who have played in the Knox Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Rhodes of Rock
Japanese Grape Ivy, $2.00
Excise Tax—Yes, 1; No, 12.
Left Guard—Peterson or Ruben
' and Lincoln Twilight League this sea port; second. Erwin Chase Jr., son of
(Continued on Page Two)
Personal Property Tax—Yes 1;
stein.
son—Ralph Brewer, Norm Merrill. Mr. and Mrs. Erwin Chase of RockIvy Balls, Window Sill Boxes, Stimuplant,
No,
12.
Center—H. Crockett.
Clyde Sukeforth, and Andrews.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
I land. In the two-year class, flrst
Right Guard—W. Glover.
Potting Soil
• • • 4
NORTH
HAVEN
Right Tackle—Yeager.
The Twilight League teams have prize, Cynthia Joan, daughter of Mr.
AT
llv<; my llf" »8»'n 1 would
Repeal — Cobb. 71; Conant. 53; 2nd
Left End—Ray.
™ e lo resd “°mc Poetrv
and Mrs. Ross Howe of Camden; sec
gone
Into
retirement.
The
St.
George
! wJL1 S-U10."0”1* music at least once
PIONEER PAVILION
Creighton, 65; Oardner, 68; Hopkins, a week. The loaa of theae taatea la a losa
players who do not reside permanent ond, Ralph Miller Dunton of Simon Quarterback—Karl.
of happiness —Charlea Darwin
Left Halfback—8. Olover or Lord. 56; Leonard, 9; Robinson, 59.
EAST UNION
ly in that town left for home Sun ton. Doris Spear was first prize win
FLOWER SHOP
Right
Halfback
—
V.
Crockett.
Voting
Machines
—
Yes.
30;
No,
49
the dbsbrted ROAD
day, leaving behind the increasing ner in the three-year-old class and
Fullback—Captain Thomas.
State Debt Limit—Yes, 34; No, 51. I came across a sylvan road
371 MAIN ST.
TEL. 318-W
ROCKLAND
number of friends they have made Howard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
wwL°Wn ,wlld w|th tangled trees.
Excise Tax—Yes, 26; No. 62.
Holbrook of Camden, second.
I . *n,c*'nt ruts moss-green and deep.
ROBBINS’ ORCHESTRA the past season.
Lush ferns above my knees.
Personal Property Tax-Yes, 23;
x• • • •
Miss
Clark
made the following 4-H j
The
tragic quietude and hush
Tickets 35c. 15c
No, 55,
The World Series looks more and Club awards: For canning, flrst, Cath
Oppressed my dreaming mind.
Every Tenth Ticket Free
I
visioned
more than human eye
more like Washington and New York erine Annis; 2nd, Alma Annis; muf
Could see ln tracks defined.
100-110
Information Desired
OWL'S HEAD
Predictions' that the Giants would fins, 1st, Alma Annis; 2nd, Catherine
1 SK?
years In retrospect
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Repeal—Cobb, 52; Conant, 43;
“crack" have not materialized.
Annis; garden, 1st, Walter Annis;
men wrouRht well
Can any of your readers inform me Creighton 47; Oardner, 48; Hopkins, •t’rvmuS!? vih s road
'that they and the,rt
junior sewing, 1st, Edna Young oi
Might more securely dwell
who
is
meant
by
“
The
Sage
of
Au

Among the hybrids the Marx
40; Leonard 12; Robinson, 45.
I heard In fancy prattling tongues
barefoot youngsters strode
Brothers plan to raise on their farm Camden; 2nd, Margaret Rossiter burn." Also, who is George B Wallis.
Voting Machines—Yes, 27; No, 31. ToAsVillage
school In days long gone
Ls corn crossed with typewriters, pro Camden.
Inquirer.
Adown this country road.
State
Debt
Limit
—
Yes,
34;
No,
38.
R.
C
Wentworth
awarded
ribbons:
ducing
an
ear
with
a
little
bell
at

OCEAN VIEW
Rockland.
Excise Tax—Yes, 27; No. 40.
I saw an honest villager
tachment which will ring when Por cows, 1st, Edwin Annis; 2nd
Trudge home from woodland toll.
Personal Property Tax—Yes, 28, The
[you've reached the end—Williams Chesley Cripps; 3rd, Donald Simon
BALL
ROOM
ardent lovers passed this way
Prizes will be awarded for the Prettieat Quilt, the Best Made Quilt,
And tillers of the soil,
port Grit.
No, 40.
ton; yearlings, 1st, John Annis; 2nd
and the Most Unusual Quilt. There will be a sperial prize for the
AT RANKIN BLOCK
A1L a11 'Ter?
by common thought
PAPER FOLLOWS YOU
To goals Love typified.
Best Quilt Top.
Edwin Annis. In the one year old
If
you
are
a
subscriber
tn
And
this
old
tumbled,
hidden lane
No Admission To The Display
ROCKLAND
TUESDAY, SEPT. 12
class Robert Pendleton of Camden
Like them has lived and died
The Courier-Gazette and are
Visitors admitted to the Mansion Wednesday Only, for reduced
Repeal—Cobb, 1371; Conant, 902;
received first prize. Walter Annis
leaving homc for any time, long
Music By
A 2P°^ern road, hard by, now bears
price—25 cants
Creighton, 1327; Oardner, 1314; Hop
The traffic of the day.
or snort, let us mall the paper to
won a blue ribbon for his young twin
No devious windings round the hills.
you
during
your
absence.
The
PRIVATEERS, 10 Pieces
kins,
834;
Leonard,
126;
Robinson,
steers and also for his poultry.
For straight lt marks Its way.
regular copy of thc paper will
108-109
830.
No rustics ride with rein-loosed steed
Edith Buzzell was the winner of the
go to the home as usual. Just
,_Upon ^at polished street,
Voting Machines—Yes, 681; No, Tls flaming youth now races by
lemon set and Sara Simonton, the
telephone the address to the
In modern man’s conceit
1009.
offlee,
or
mall
a
card.
The
paper
refreshment
set.
These
were
very
^r
will
follow
wherever
you
go,
and
State
Debt
Limit
—
Yes,
830;
No,
kindly contributed by Senter Crane
will stop on notice when you ar
1015.
I bullded once a little road
Co., of Rockland.
DAILY TRIPS
rive home. There will be no
(Not of cold earth and stone).
Excise Tax—Yes. 584; No. 1401.
6.30 A. M. and 2.00 P. M. (E. S. T.l
The
fair
committee
was:
J.
E.
Morcharge.
I planned. I delved and garnered lore
“THE BUSINESS MAN’S EXPRESS”
$3.50 One Way; $6.30 Round Trip
And pioneered alone
Personal Property Tax—Yes, 673;
I ton, manager and refreshments; C
Men came and followed ln my path.
BE SURE YOU’RE SAFE
No, 1218.
Some reached to heights sublime.
(Special) Leaves Rockland Daily 7.30 A. M. Arrives Boston 2.15 P. M.
W. Morton, booths; A. B. Wither-j
Ride Only in Buses Operating
But now my road deserted lies.
Charter—Yes, 720; No. 1605.
Under Railroad Standards of
Additional Trips 10.10 A. M. 4.40 P. M. 1.40 (Midnight),
A
tragedy of Time.
Specialize en Chimes and French . spoon, beano and advertising; Louise
BASSICK BROTHERS
• • • •
Safety and Responsibility.
.Melvin, cooked food; Miriam Hawes.:
Clocks
South Thomaston
All that I slavishly bestowed
THROUGH, FAST, SAFE, SERVICE—FARE $4.00
ROCKPORT
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
All Work Guaranteed
candy and grabs; Margie Miller
That others might enjoy.
grown to weeds and no man dares
Chisholm Bros, and Hotel Rork
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse fancy work; Ernestine Buzzell and Fine Memorials in Granite
Repeal—Cobb, 159; Conant, 178; Is Out-moded
FOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION—CALL
paths employ,
Jeweler
land
Represented
by
85-T-tf
The
sylvan road I stumbled on
Creighton,
138;
Oardner,
146;
Hop

Maude Carver, aprons; Miss Clark
THE CORNER DRUG STORE 378; ROCKLAND HOTEL 580
Now Located at
A symbol Is to me
C.
H.
WOODCOCK
MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
kins. 180; Leonard, 9; Robinson, 173. Of changing times and changing men
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE and Zylpha Annis. 4-H booth; Oerll Tel. 56-3
ioas*Ttf
Thomaston, Me. I
Throughout Eternity.
TEL 92
99-tf
404 Main Street
Rockland Annis, cattle and poultry show.
Voting Machines—Yes, 84; No, 124.
—Charles L. H. Wagner,

(

POSITION

To Hold Up Procession—Proposed City
Charter Was Swamped

WE WILL TRAIN
YOU FOR ONE

ROCKLAND BUSINESS
|

COLLEGE

Br-r-r- Cold Isn’t It

A

SCHOOL
OF THE DANCE

DANCING

SILSBY’S

Sat. Evg., Sept. 16

WE WANTERKNOW!

QUILT SHOW
Community Gift Shop, Montpelier
Wednesday, September 13

OPENING DANCE

yieivs/iauei.

lADVERTISINCl

Sells £ovds

QUAKER STAGES BUS

X

BOSTON

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

i
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ON

THE

THE J. T. MORSE

WALL.

NOTICING

History, Will Appreciate

The grass withereth, the flower
♦
_
4*
fadeth: but the word of our God shall 4-+4->+4-*4"M-+^++++++,5"!***+++
stand forever.—Is. 40 .8.
Have any of this paper’s
MAINE GOES OFF TIIE WAGON

Material

,

’

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
With the departure of the J. T.
Morse from these waters, a pictur
esque and important era of Maine
coast steamboating comes to an end,
for, so far as I know, she was the last
Maine coast side-wheeler. It seems
a fitting time, therefore, to write a
history of the Morse, and make a per
manent collection of stories, photo
graphs, and any other extant sou
venirs of her career on the RocklandBar Harbor run, where she endeared
herself to so many residents, summer
and year round, along her route.
I am. therefore, undertaking such
a project, on behalf of the Society
for the Preservation of New England
Antiquities, in Boston. An historical
sketch of thc Morse will be published,
as soon as sufficient material is
gathered, and all photographs, sched
ules. stories of incidents, descriptions,
etc., that are contributed will be kept
in the permanent collection of the So
ciety, and thus made always available
to all interested persons, whether in
terested in steamboat history in gen
eral, or the Morse in particular.
You and your readers must have a
great deal to contribute to this
project, of value and interest. We
need especially first hand stories of

readers, gifted with the
noticing faculty, noticed—
*S> 4>

The expected lias happened, the
Dutch have taken Holland and old
rock-ribbed Maine, for the first time
within a period of three-quarters of a
century, climbs down from her secure
perch on the water wagon and puts a
friendly hand into the grasp of her
sister states, who having determined
to reinstate the ancient order of
Bacchus are going about systematic
ally to do so. In a relatively off-year
vote, by a majority of two to one,
Dirigo joins the procession for the re
peal of the Eighteenth Amendment—
that measure which Herbert Hoover
declared to be a noble experiment.
Well, such it has been. The thing lt
will give place to is no experiment.
The character of it has been known
since civilization first began to war
against lt. Now its- foes, and there
are millions of them, have got to take
up again those weapons of temper
ance instruction to the young, which
were discarded too soon, and by
recreation of public opinion, which
has been sorely warped, do what is
possible to ward off the assaults of
Old Man Rum upon the citadel of
society. We have every confidence hi
what the ultimate will be.

THE LILY NEEDS
NO GILDING

Bay State Man Writing Its

THAT the joke allusion to women
assaulting the husband with a roll- J
lng-pin is a good deal of a chestnut
today, and always was.
<g> <s>

THAT you don't hear so much
lately as you once heard of local
gatherers of mushrooms, and wonder
il that delightful article has gone out
of style.
«> 4P
THAT they are saying that the1
largest and finest blueberries har
vested this season were grown on A.
J. Bird’s Old Acres.

e
THAT after all. the faculty for
noticing is largely a matter of cul
tivating and that this column has
set lots of folks to practicing it who
hadn't previously paid much atten
tion to the art.

♦♦

THAT there's another house you
see at wide intervals when you fol
low the northernmost extremity of
I Main street where it makes a shar?
j turn
Trinity—a house of architectural beauty with a brick annex,
built by some man of taste years ago
| |
THAT in earlier days the painter
SOME OTHER RESULTS
who did "graining" was a special
artist of the profession, called in to
But there were other matters of
give the final artistic touch to the
high importance which it is a satis
kitchen in olden houses, and that
faction to note received at the hands
evidences of hls skill yet remain.
of the voters becoming recognition.
♦ ♦
Each of the proposals having to do
THAT those huge gas storage
with taxation were emphatically
tanks at the southend give no such
snowed under. On the other hand.
zest to the scenery as that one time
Cow Hay st. Louia Pvt-l/iayatckj
Rockland saw nipped its ambition to
came from the shipyard with its ves
set up a modern form of city govern
sels on the stocks and gangs of
ment. In this it failed to keep step
skilled workmen busy through the MR. HOCKING’S WORD
with South Portland, which by a
long hours.
decisive majority of its voters, adopt
Treasurer of St. George Ball
♦ O
ed thc city manager form. Some day
| State D?b‘. Limit—Yes, 122; No,
THAT nebody so far has associated
(Continued from Page One)
Team Praises Manager
we are confident our people will fol
134.
the Huey Long episode with the oldRawley
For
Loyal
W
ork
low that example.
WARREN
Excise Tax—Yes, 100; No. 175.
time nationwide query as to who
Repeal—Cobb, 74; Conant, 175;
Personal Property Tax—Yes, 108;
struck
Billy
Patterson.
St.
George,
Sept
11
HOSPITAL FINANCES
♦*
Sports Editor of Courier-Gazette:— Creighton, 79; Gardner. 68; Hopkins. No, 161.
Charter—Yes. 115; No, 198
THAT the candy-pull a joyous
You will do our Association a great 175; Leonard. 13; Robinson, 180
President Griffin's statement of
Voting Machines—Yes. 56; No, 121.
• • a •
form
of
social
entertainment
one
favor. If you will print in your paper
hospital affairs upon their financial
State Debt Limit—Yes. 62; No, 120
time
enjoying
universal
vogue
has
Ward
Five
the
enclosed
financial
statement
ol
side conveys a very clear idea of
Excise Tax—Yes, 67; No, 141.
Repeal—Cobb. 223: Conant, 74;
conditions which need to be dealt quite passed off the social program. the St. George Baseball Association
Personal Property Tax—Yes, 74; Creighton, 221; Gardner. 220: Hop
with, if the value of the institution leaving the world of innocent pleas- j inc. for year 1933.
This
Association
is
only
too
glad
to
No,
137.
ure
that
much
the
poorer.
kins, 60; Leonard. 24; Robinson. 64
to the community is to be main
be able to render an itemized account'
* * * *
«• ♦
tained. The problem here is only one
Voting Machines—Y-es, 101; No.
WASHINGTON
THAT when you see an issue of of its transactions and its books are
of many which the present times
140.
at all times open to inspection, to all
Repeal — Cobb, 71; Conant, 52;
call upon for solution, but we all the Saturday Evening Post, that un
State Debt Limit—Yes, 113; No.
who are interested We welcome this ! Creighton. 62; Gardner. 65; Hopkins,
erring
barometer
of
business
condi

must frankly acknowledge t.he ne
139.
tions, numbering 100 pages and more opportunity of informing the public 50: Leonard, 12; Robinson, 47.
cessity of giving to them some
Voting Machines—Yes, 46: No. 28.
Excise Tax—Yes. 89; No. 181.
and especially the citizens of St
practical form of solution. Money the heart leaps with joy at its in
State Debt Limit—Yes, 52; No. 37,
George, just what it means for a few
Personal Property Tax—Yes, 95.
creasing
evidences
of
good
times.
must be had. or the drastic narrow
Excise Tax—Yes. 54: No. 33.
to carry on and operate a baseball
No. 167.
<j>
<$>
ing of t.he hospital activities or
Personal Property Tax—Yes. 48;
THAT when you found yourself in team, isuch as we are proud to have
Charter—Yes. 68; No, 246.
its actual closing, faced as an alter
had the past few years). Every penny No. 37.
the
voting
booth
yesterday
with
that
native. We are confident that the
other than what has been spent upon
Ward Six
managing board would gladly wel great mess of things to bewilder the the grounds and supplies, has been
ROCKLAND BY WARDS
mind
you
got
an
increased
sense
of
come from the public any form of
Repeal
—
Cobb.
222; Conant, 105; I
given the boys. No person has re
constructive criticism or suggestion the responsibility of the ballot.
Creigh'.rn.
208;
Gardner.
211; Hop
Ward
One
ceived a penny for any service ren
that should serve in any degree to
Repeal—Cobb, 178; Conant. 136; kins, 96; Leonard, 27; Robinson. 95
dered outside of umpires and those
CAMDEN
lighten the burden of responsibility,
Voting Machines—Yes. 88; No, 162
Creighton, 171; Gardner, 166; Hop
connected with the same.
with which, as unselfish and public
Stale Debt Limit—Yes, 113; No.
kins. 122; Leonard. 14; Robinson. 118.
Our
Manager.
Mr.
Rawley,
has
Mr and Mrs. Charles Wood left by
spirited citizens, the members of it
Voting Machines—Yes. 64; No, 132. 174.
train Monday for a trip to Boston and spent years in serving our team
find themselves charged.
State Debt LimitsYes. 122; No, 103.
Excise Tax—Yes, 76; No, 215.
Only one directly connected with
Chicago.
Excise Tax—Yes. 95; No. 149
Personal Property Tax—Yes, 88;
same,
can
appreciate
what
this
serv

A son was born at Camden Com
LARGELY A PARTY MATTER
Personal Property Tax—Yes, 110; No, 181
munity Hospital Sept. 8 to Mr. and ice can mean, hours of time spent in
arranging games and a thousand and No, 119.
Charter—Yes, 76; No, 269.
Mrs. Henry Bickford.
Our friends of the Democratic
Charter—Yes, 62; No, 234.
Mrs. J. J. Borland has returned to one things connected with a mana* • • •
party certainly made no attempt to her home in Chicago after spending 8ers job. It is he. who takes all the
Ward Seven
eliminate themselves from the picture the summer at Nodoneyo. High street knocks 'and uncomplainingly). It is
Ward Two
Repeal—Cobb, 101; Conant. 112;
in the Maine campaign for repeal of
Repeal—Cobb, 127; Conant, 136;
Miss Verna Bryant and Miss Agnes he who is blamed for the defeats of
the eighteenth amendment. We had Sawtelle of Dexter were recent guests his team. He cannot be blamed flnan- Creighton. 120; Gardner. 117; Hop Gardner, 105; Hopkins, 100; Leonard,
21; Robinson 96.
with us Postmaster General Parley, In Camden.
cially as he has not handled any of kins. 132; Leonard, 16: Robinson, 130.
Voting Machines—Yes. 55: No, 119
Voting Machines—Yes, 58; No, 134
urging upon the voters the necessity
Comique Theatre bookings for the the finances for over two years. It Lf
State Debt Limit—Yes. 85; No. 112
State Debt Limit—Yes, 57, No.
of enthusiastic loyalty 'to the party week include: Tuesday, Douglas Fair- through his generosity and foresight
124.
Excise Tax—Yis. 55; No, 166
platform. In every city, our own in banks, Jr., in "The Narrow Corner;” j that the town of St. George today enPersonal Property Tax—Yes, 64;
cluded. the truly loyal, from the Wednesday, Gloria Swanson in "Per- J°ys such a baseball team and has a
Excise Tax—Yes. 47; No. 142.
Mayor all down the list, were ear feet
Understanding;”
Thursday, hne athletic field. Our team is made No, 132.
Personal Property Tax—Yes, 63;
Charter—Yes, 75; No, 194.
nestly rallied in support of the in Genevieve Tobin in "Pleasure Cruise;" up of a fine lot of young men and we
No. 121.
terests that brew. And at the last, Friday, "Midnight Club" with Alison hope to have such a team fot years
Charter—Yes, 51; No, 189.
Ward Three
of it that intellectual exponent of Skipworth and Clive Brook; Satur- ito comc- NIa>' Manager Rawley conRepeal—Ccbb, 309; Conant, 240;
the fistic art, the Hon. Eugene Tun- day, double bill with “Sunset Pass" i tinue his interest In our team, for we
**Snrpri«tln< An K
have none other who can devote the Creighton. 301; Gardner, 295; Hop
ney, imported from a distant state, and "Woman I Stole."
Mr. and Mrs. Holhe Bennett left by tlme' money and who has the ability kins, 233; Leonard, 14; Robinson. 234.
lifted up his voice before a Portland
WEEKLY QUIZ
Voting Machines—Yes, 207; No, 204.
audience in eloquent denunciation auto Monday for Ottawa, Ont., where an<* knowledge of the game. One
State Debt Limit—Yes, 218; No, 229.
of everybody and every thing in they will visit their daughter, Mrs neec' only t0 follow our team die last
Excise Tax—Yes, 122; No. 373.
Maine that should presume to op Hubert Pettapiece. Later they will be few years to conclude this for himself,
What is your
Personal Property Tax—Yes, 145;
pose the free right of an American guests of relatives in Iron Mountain ln behalf of the Association, I wish
No.
337.
Mich.,
and
also
visit
the
World's
Fair
to
express
our
thanks
to
him.
May
citizen to the return, if not of the
score?
we have more of his type in the years
Charter—Yes, 273; No, 275.
brass rail, at least of that measure ln Chicago.
•
•
•
•
to
come.
Wallace Crawford sails Tuesday
of individual freedom with which
We wish to thank all connected
Ward Four
the brass rail has stood as an em- from New York city for Panama,
Why do Chinese i
Repeal—Cobb, 211; Conant, 99;
blem. Whether in time to come thc ! Canal Zone, where he wili reside witn with our team and especially the cltiwomen bind their [
question of prohibition is to find ! his parents, Mr. and Mrs. F A. Craw°ur town who appropriate a Creighton. 204: Oardner, 200; Hopfeet?
the two chief parties cleanly divided! ford For the past few years he has j sum of money each year for the up- kins. 91; Leonard. 10; Robinson, 93
Voting Machines—Yes, 108; No, 118,
and facing one another is Impossible ' been living with Henry Bock.
keep of our field and support the
The
funeral
of
Oscar
F.
Payson
was
team
by
their
attendance
of
the
,
to predict. There was no such di
What famous novvision now. Large numbers of our held Monday afternoon from the resi-1 games. Our Association is made up honor for fair play, otherwise you
<1 wr flrr'. m -<J a.‘
flcnce on Chestnut street, Rev. Leroy | °f men u'bo are loyal to their town could not have given an account of all
a newspaper ser
straight-out Republicans voted for
A. Campbell officiating. Interment antf team and believe in fair play.
the games, these past years without a
ial?
repeal.
This year there was no Bok prize great deal of criticism, and a very
was In Mountain Street cemetery.
available and Mrs. Nellie McKenzie little has been heard. (We wish you
The annual regional conference of
Who was thc first □
Twenty three members and three generously gave the prize cf $55 for to know, that the chaff you have
the American Red Cross is to be held
rrw. paper editor
guests of Opportunity Class attended the first half of tiie season, which was heard on thc baseball grounds, is not
Tuesday, Sept. 19, at the Parish
ial writer?
the September class meeting at the won by our team. Through an over the sentiment of our people, nor of
House of the First Church at Belfast.
Baptist church Thursday evening. A sight or a misunderstanding, the the Association.) Nor, can we forget
It is expected that approximately 20
nominating committee comprising Mrs treasurer did not pay this to the boys that lt was your interest ln St. George
chapters will be represented, covering
What gave ms our □
Lorna Pendleton, Mrs. Clara Gregory until the end of the season. This was that led her to enter a team in the
southern and central Maine. Among
word panic?
and Mrs Mabel Pinkerton was ap not intentional and I ask Mrs. Mc Knox County League and how foi
the speakers will be Douglas GrieseKenzie's
pardon
for
this
oversight
pointed. The program was in charge
several seasons the name "St. George1
mer of Washington, D, C„ national
of Mrs. Cora Richards and Mrs. Alice We thank Mrs. McKenzie for her very appeared at the head of your Sports
director of roll call and public infor
Kaler and comprised; Chorus sing generous gifts.
Items more times than all the othei
mation; Walter Davidson, also of
What Ls the God
In closing my report it would not teams in the league together. Ant
ing; piano solo, Evelyn Crockett;
Washington, assistant manager of the
Pam believed
reading, Alice McIntosh; musical be fair and I would not be doing my for the cooperation you have person
have invented?
Eastern Area of the Red Cross.
reading, Florence Reach; vocal solo, duty if I did not mention the part ally given the writer, I thank you.
Lillian Joyce; reading. Catherine you have played, not only in the sup
St. George Baseball Asso. Inc.,
Each Antw.rl T
,
Count. 2 0j T°fal
Collins. Games under the direction port of our team but in the league as
By Alfred C. Hocking,
um That Vacant Room
of Mrs. Ada Prescott, were played a whole. Only one who has some
Secretary and Treasurer
For answers see
....
Into Cash With a
j'Mrs. Lena Young, Mrs. Alva Wooster knowledge of what you have to con
"Surprising
As It Is"
[The itemized report to which Mr.
'o Rent” Advertisement 1 and Lorna Pendleton Invited the class tend with can appreciate how hard it
Ls for one ln your position to be im- Hocking refers is omitted from this
members
and
families
to
a
picnic
at
Page 6
n The Courier-Gazette
Mrs. Young's home, Ingraham Hill partial and give each team its just Issue for mechanical reasons, but will
Telephone 770
dues You must have merited thit J appear iu the Thursday edition. -Edl
' for next Thursday.

. . . nor does Salada Tea.
Many extraordinary virtues have
been credited to tea. Salada Tea
claims only this-«-that it provides
the finest cup of pure refreshment
it is possible to secure.

« noma nn

SALADA’ TEA
MJ.A

interest concerning her, whether of
major incidents, as her sinking in
1910, her collision in 1915 and her
groundings: or of minor ones, as de
lays from lines caught in wheels, un
usual departure from routine, espe
cially skillful handling, etc. In pho
tographs, we need especially, interi
ors, and views of her in unusual
poses, as sunk, aground, in dry dock,
as well as views of her in various parts
of her run, through the Reach, as well1
as through the Thoroughfares. All
contributions should be sent to me at
706 Beacon street, Newton Center,
Mass.
Joseph Allen, Jr.
"Grayrock," Seal Harbor, Me.

BIG FIVE LEAGUE
Last week South Thomaston de
feated Clark Island 13 to 1.
• • • •
The League Standing

L
6
7
7
*
9
11
13

W
14
13
7
7
7
8
5

Rockport.
South Thomaston,
Rockville,
Battery P,
Snipers,
Clark Island,
Pirates,

PC.
.700
650
.500
439
.439
.421
294

Catching Col<
VICKS ~
NOSE DROI

*22J.

.In the

MEW AID IN PRE

,

fo

p

ggi_______ -

WETS WIN SWEEPING VICTORY IN MAINE

KEEP THEM YOUNG AND HEALTHY
Shop at Nation-Wide Stores
for bodybuilding foods.

4^ KELLOGG’S
« ALL-BRAN P*a

19

HELP YOURSELF TO HEALTH

SPECIALS—SEPTEMBER 11-16

Post’s Bran Flakes
Pancake Flour

With Each
Lge Pkg

AUNT JEMIMA'S

9
10*

Pkg

OH BOY! PANCAKE TIME IS HERE

NATION-WIDE

12 Oz

CANE and MAPLE

a

a

a

•

•

•

•

NATION-WIDE

jug

BIO

Cocoa
Minute Tapioca

NUTRITIOUS AMD ECONOMICAL

a

o

o

2-Lb

•

Can

FOR A GOOD PUDDING

Pkg

Qi
BLUE LABEL

CAMPBELL'S

TOMATO JUICE
SOUPS
COCKTAIL
S-Zy
15*

YOUR CHOICI

FULL PINT

Chocolate
NA

FOR COOKING OR DRINKING

Pkg’

X1‘

IIDN-W IDE—FANCY

Pitted Dates
Raisins
2 15‘

CELLOPHANE WRAPPED

•

•

Pkg1

19*

Pk?s

SEEDED

NATION-WIDE

Macaroni or Spaghetti

INSTANT

HIGHEST QUALITY
SPAGHETTI
DINNER

3^.15*
Fly Coils

AF.ROXON

4

e

9'

Sunshine

HYDROX
Tho King of Biscuib

/or three

‘ THREE CROW

2te?35e

Dry Mustard

2»r19c

RIPPLED WHEAT

o_

Dtliciou. with Crum and Fruit

■“

i/z-Ll,
Tin

.At

’I<

STRONG and PURR

[

ROCKLAND DISTRICT

J i

J-f A "3

bwov

»9*
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■ Eleanor Richardson, member of the
Boys and Girls Service Club, is to be
with Mrs. D. E. Ball, Grove street,
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Sept. IS (Football)—Rockland High at for the winter, going there on Mon
Brunswick.
day.
Sept. 19 (2 to 7.30)—Educational Club

TALK OF THE TOWN

picnic, with speaker. Mrs. Minnie Miles,
hostess.
Sept. 20-22—Annual convention ol the
Maine W C. T. U. tn Belfast.
Sept. 26-20. North Knox Fair. Union
Oct. 3-5—Lincoln County Fair, Dam
ariscotta. I %
Oct. 10-12—Topsham Fair

Hon. Obadiah Gardner of Western
Avenue, Augusta is celebrating his1
83d birthday this week. Cards from
friends would be a thoughtful and 1
much appreciated act.

WEATHER

September Morn made seasonal
assertion of its prerogatives the night
that preceded yesterday, sending
shivers down the unclothed spine and
boldly asserting its right to autumnal
recognition. It made a fine back
ground for election day which the
people of Maine apparently much ap
preciated, hailing it as harbinger of
a hot time in many an old town later
cn. Today continues the fine crisp
ness, with a southwest wind and a
clear sky. temperature tn the lower
50s and perfect weather for every
purpose that brings mankind out of
doors and inspires the gentler sex to
venture into the regions of poetry.

A .group of Universalist women
headed by Mrs. George L. St. Clair, ‘
ls to have a rummage sale Thursday !
at the Masonic building in the for- ]
mer Woolworth store. Doors open
at 9 a. m,

Fales Circle. Ladies of the G.A.R.
meets tomorrow with Mrs. Susie
Lamb, Rankin street. Sewing in the
afternoon will be followed by picnic
supper, and business session with
initiation.
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COMMUNITY CHEST

CENTURY OF PROGRESS VOTES
These merchants are ro-operating to send two Knox County boys
or girls to the World Fair, Free, in October. With each purchase of
50 cents or over you will receive votes to oast for your favorite con
testant. Votes can be obtained only from the concerns listed below.
Ballot boxes are available in each store. And every merchant who
cares to may participate.
MARKETS

MEN’S WEAR

Perry’s Foodland

Gregory’s

Rockland
Rockland 416 Main St.,
REFRIGERATION, FUEL OIL
DEPARTMENT STORES

428 Main 8t.,

Fuller-Cobb-Davis
328 Main St.,

Rockland

A. C. McLoon Co.

503 Main St.,

Rockland

COLLISION WORK

GARAGES

Rockland Body & Fender
Shop

Kent’s ,
384 Main St.,

Rockland 655 Main St.,

LADIES' WEAR

Cutler’s
369 Main St..

Rockland

DRUG STORES

Comer Drug Store
Rockland 422 Main St..

Rockland

Auto Electric

Wall Paper

Farrel Co., Inc.

C. M. Blake Store

643 Main Street

662 Main Street

Drug Stores
McCARTY’S
606 Main Street

Shoe Repairing
ROCKLAND SHOE
REPAIRING CO.

Radio, Sporting Goode
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc

This Campaign Is To Raise!
$3000 By Voluntary Sub
scriptions
Rockland's Community Chest Ls en: gaged in a canvass to raise $3000 for
the help of the Home for Aged Wom
en and to retain here the service of
the Red Cross, which without this
immediate help must be withdrawn—
which would be a calamity, in par
ticular to the less fortunate classes of
the city.
4
The following contributions have '
been received. Others may be sent'
either to the Chamber of Commerce
or to this paper. Checks should be
made payable to Community Chest
Received to date:
Mr and Mrs. Wm. T. Cobb...... $ 25.00 ]
| Leroy Chatto ............................. 1.00
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett..... 10 00
■ W. S. Rounds ................................ 5.00
i Miss Addie Rogers ................... 1.00
! Miss Kate Wendell ................... 5.00
Mrs. W W. Oregory............ 5.00
Edna Gregory ...........
2.00
Auxiliary Huntley-Hill Post,
) V. F. W..................................... 5.00
[Carrie E. Brainerd.................... 10.00
Evelyn M Hix ......................... 25.00
| Dr. A. W. Foss ____________ 10.00
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Ayer........ 10.00
Mrs. Sadie Dennison...............
1.00
t Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller ...... 10.00
Centra! Maine Power Co......... 50.00
E. L Toner ________.......... .
5.00
Miss Ellen Daly ...„..... .......... 10.00
Cataline Jameson .................... 10.00
A Friend __________________ 2 00
F. W Fuller ..................
5.00
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Glover...... 10.00
Senter Crane Co......................... 25.00
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Buffum..... 25 00
Mrs. Lottie Hall ........................ 2.00
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Eaton.......... 10.00
Elizabeth G. Messer ............„.... 25.00
' Mrs. Lillian B. Mortland .......... 10.00
Dr. II W. Frohock .................. 5.00
C. H. Duff ...................
10.00
Mrs. Fred R. Spear................... 10.00
Rev. E. O. Kenyo n..................... 5.00
Oeorge B. Wendell, East Milton. Mass.
5.00
A Friend ..............
1.00
Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Howard...... 5.00
Miss Annie Frye
5.00
Lottie C. Rhodes........................ 10.00
Mrs. Charles O. Wells, North
Haven .................................... 50.00
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea
j Co_________________ _____ 50 00

Douglas Walker, who shared first j
Boots and Shoes
Restaurants
honors in the pitching department of I
Furniture
BOSTON SHOE STORE
NEWBERT’S
the Knox and Lincoln Tiwlight League
Main Street
306 Main Street
STUDLEY FURN. CO.
Main Street
will resume his studies at Bowdoin
Cleaning and Pressing
Fruit
Rockland Encampment, I.O.O.F. College. He will manage the Bow
1. L. CROSS
NAUM & ADAMS
Hardware
457 Main Street,
220 Main Street
H. H. CRIE CO.
will meet Wednesday night, with doin hockey team this season.
456
Main Street
Jewelry
Fish Market
nomination of officers.
FRED HASKELL
C. E. DANIELS
CRIE HARDWARE CO.
A marked imprqvement is noted at,
Main Street
370 Main Street
408 Main Street
This is Brockton Fair week, and as Senter Crane's in the enlargement of
Grain—Flour—Feeds—Sugar, Etc.
Boots and Shoes
usual is drawing good sized delega the toilet goods and notion depart
STOVER FEED MFG. CO.
McLAIN SHOE STORE
66 Park Street
432 Main Street,
Rockland
tions from Knox County towns.
ments which now occupy the whole
101-118
south side of the main aisle. Art
Penobscot View Orange has a sup embroidery has moved across the
A parish meeting of the Unlversa- i
STANDARD WEIGHTS
per Thursday night, and those not aisle.
list Church will be held Friday with
solicited are asked to take sweets.
supper at 6.30,
By Bushel As Provided By
'Patrolman Fred E. Achorn was
The Public Library will be closed
Maine Statutes
back on hls beat yesterday after a i The quilt show at "Montpelier" will
all day Friday, that the staff may
Standard
weight per bushel as pro
fortnight's vacation which was spent be held tomorrow. No admission to
attend the Library Convention at
vided
by
Section
39 ot the Revised
with Mrs. Achorn, in Jersey City the show, and reduced rates for in
Brunswick.
Statutes as amended by Public Laws
Patrolman Edward C. Ingraham is specting the mansion will prevail.
of 1913 and Public Laws of 1915. Cut
—
There will be a meeting of the now having his vacation, and will at
it out and keep for reference.
tend
Brockton*
Fair.
Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary, US.W.V.,
Knox County Nurses Alumni Associa
1 Bushel—Pounds
will hold a meeting Wednesday at
tion Wednesday at 2 p. m. at the Bok
Apples -------------------------- ----- ------ 44
Congressman Moran addresses thc 7.30. Supper at 6 30 for auxiliary and
Nurses' Home.
Apples, dried ........____ ......__ 25
Lions Club tomorrow r.oou on timely camp, with Mrs. Ella Hyland. Mrs.
Barley „.......
48
A meeting of the officers and matters The speaker last ween was Emma Dick and Mrs. Jessie Wall as
Beans
80
teasers of the Universalist Church Rev. C. E. Brooks. It was the new committee.
Beans, Lima....................................__ 56
school has been called for Thursday niethodlst pastor's first appearance
Beans, shell ___
28
evening at 7.30 at the parsonage
bafore this organization, and he add The thermometer at the Corner Beans, Soy
....._ 58
ed to the popularity he has achieved Drug Store registered only 42 degrees Beans, scarlet or white runner,
Dudley Mears who graduated from elsewhere.
yesterday morning, and most of us
pole
.„ 50
the Commercial College last June,
would have felt rather disconsolate Beans, string
24
has entered the employ of the FroThe annual retreat of the clergy of but ifor the thought of the glorious Beans, Windsor(broad) ................ 47
Joy Ice Cream Company's local office the Episcopal Diocese of Maine wa. Indian summer days which Septem
Beets ___________ _________ __ CO
begun at Camden Wednesday and ber and October never fail to bring. Beets, mangel-wurzel -.......... _....._ 60
At the meeting of Edwin Libby Re
closed yesterday Daily morning ser
Beets, sugar . ...........................
60
lief Corps Thursday night degrees vices were held at St. Thomas'
Limerock street residents were Beets, turnip...... ........
60
were conferred upon Mrs. Lula McCra
Church, the remainder of the day treated to an unsolicited Fourth of Beet Greens _____________
12
and Mrs. Susie Jones. Plans were
being spent at Holiday House on the July display during Sunday night's Blackberries _________________ 40
made for the annual fall fair Nov. 2.
Belfast road. The conductor was high wind resulting from contacts { Blueberries
..„ 42 A Friend .................................... 2.00
The Maine State Convention of Rev. Granville Williams of thc between electric wires and trees. Bran and shorts _____ ..................... 20 Mr. and Mrs. J. Lester Sherman 10.00
Church of St. Mary the Virgin, of [ Future demonstrations were ruined Buckwheat
...............
48 Miss Marcia Farwell ..._........... 10.00
Urilversalists is scheduled for Sept
________ _
60 Miss Edith Bicknell ________
2 00
by the hard hearted C. M. P. line Carrots
23-26 at Livermore Falls. Saturday. New York.
Corn, cracked
50 Caroline O. Carpenter ............. 5.00
men.
Sept. 23 at the laymen's banquet.
Aroostook doesn't raise all of ’em
Corn, Indian _._1___ _______ __
56 Frances Forchhelmer .......... _.... 5 00
Congressman Beedy will be the
That enterprising citizen. Raymond [
Cranberries
_ 32 Winifred 8. Leighton .....
25.00
speaker.
Miss
Helen
D.
Perry
left
yesterday
Anderson, who spends his working
Currants .._...... _____________ 40 E. K. Leighton
..................... 25.00
fcr
Forrest
Hills.
N.
Y.,
where
she
has
12
rtte Moran, popular golf pro. who hours helping The Coufier-Oazette | a position as head of the French de Dandelions _.._____ _ __ _
A Friend ....... _.........
1.00
50
served the Rockland Country Club Job department make a success, and j partment of the Kew-Forrest High Feed ..................................
Miss
Lena
Miller
......................
3
00
Flaxseed ____
66
two years ago and who is now with his leisure time in cultivating a farm School, a private high school, com Hair ..........
11 Mr and Mrs. E. L. Brown........ 10 00
on
the
heights
of
Middle
street,
can
the Wawenock Country Club in South
12 F. M. Kittredge ......................... 2.00
posed large];- of pupils, already Kale ........................................
Bristol, won second money tn the tell you that. And with good reason, trained in conversational French. Lime ...................................................... in Dr and Mrs. N. A. Fogg .......... 10.00
tournament at Summit Springs. Bath for out of the bushel and a half seed That Miss Perry was selected for this .Meal (except oatmeal) . .... _.....__ 50 Mrs Mary B. H. Seaverns........ 5 00
Meal, corn . ........................_„........_ 60
that Andy planted last spring he has
last week.
Mr and Mrs Henry Keating .... 5.00
Meal, rye ..... ._...___ 50
Important
position
is
especially
Just harvested 20 bushels of the finest
Millet, Japanese ......___ ..........__._„ 35 Mrs. Ellen C. L. Clark ............. 4.00
gratifying
to
her
Rockland
friends
as
Sixty-eight federal projects are now kind of potatoes—Green Mountain Is
Oats . ....................... ................______ 12
Clinton H. Crane ................... 25 00
she was selected from more than Onions _______._...___ _
52
underway in Maine, with a prospect the brand.
800 applicants.
Parsley
........................_______
8 Mrs Mary H. Wardwell .......... 10.00
that 40 more will be added this week.
Parsnips _________
45 McDougall-Ladd Co................... 15.00
Approximately 3500 men are being At the close of the business session
Peaches, dried
33 F. D. Alden _______________ 5 00
The quilt show Which is to oe held Peanuts, green _____________
22
given employment and the number of Miriam Rebekah Lodge Tuesday
tomorrow
at
the
community
gift
shop
Peanuts, roasted .......____ .....___ _ 20 No Name ___ ____________ ...... 25.00
will probably be increased to 6000. night members with birthdays falling
Pears
.......... __._____
58 Lawrence Portland Cement Co. 50 00
The trunk-line projects include near ln July, August and September pre ln Montpelier is attracting wide at Peas, smooth ........................................ 60
Mr, and Mrs. Wm. T. White .... 10.00
ly two miles of macadam and one sec sented a hilarious one-act comedy, tention. Several prizes will be of Peas, unshelled, green ___ .............. 28
Mr.
and Mra. C. W Sheldon .... 10 00
fered
and
many
notable
quilts
wlll
be
those
taking
part
being
Mrs.
Nettie
Peas, wrinkled
66
ondary project ln Knox County, with
Potatoes ........
60 Mrs. Ella P Grimes................... 10 00
displayed,
including
Spider
Web.
Log
Stewart,
Mrs.
Winnie
Horton,
Mrs.
two in Lincoln County and three in
Josephine Bums, Mrs. Flora Post. Cabin. Sunshine and Shadow. Dres Potatoes, sweet ___________________ 54 Mrs. E. D. Spear ........................ 10.00
Hancock County.
Quinces ..........................
48
Mrs. Grace Rollins and Miss Mabel den Plate, Dove in the Window and Raspberries ______________________ 40 Dr. F. B. Adams........................ 6.00
Andrew J. Peters ........................ 10.00
similar
familiar
designs.
The
famous
Rice,
rough
___
....„
__
______
...___
44
Billy Strathmore lost his first heat H&rding. Mrs. Emma Harvie and
56
of the summer racing season in Lew Mias Mildred Moody were Joint chair Mathews coverlet, “Governor's Oar- Rye . .....................
Total to date ......................... $779 OO
Salt, coarse ...:.... _...____ 70
iston Friday when, piloted by Henry men. Refreshments were served, the djn," made prior to 1812 with wool Salt, Turk's Island ______............ 70
Clukey, the gelding by Knight of remaining food being made up into carded and spun in Lincolnville, will Salt, fine ........................... _____ 60
CLARRY HILL
Strathmore, came in third in two beices to be sent to shut-ins.
be presented. There will be no ad Salt, Liverpool ..„ . ......... ______ 60
Seed, alfalfa ......_.................................... 60
heats, but showed a burst o^ speed
mission to the show and for the one Seed,
clover ..................
60
Mrs. A. K. Jackson who is working
in the last two to win the race. The Rodney Feyler, “The Scallop King" day only admission to thj mansion ls Seed, hemp .._... ...................................... 44
fastest time of the meet was recorded expects to have handled 250,00b reduced to 25 cents.
Seed, herdsgrass ............................... 45 in Sudbury. Mass., and her son Justus
Seed, Timothy ..................................
45 ■ Oolbys pent the weekend andn hollin the opening mile, the free for all pounds of the bivalves this year when
Seed, Hungarian grass ...................... 48 ! day at their home here.
the
season
closes.
His
three
smacks,
George
E.
Smith
of
Norfolk.
Mass.,
pace, in 2 0714. Clukey again came
Seed, millet .......________
......... 50
through with first money for the day, the Madeline & Flora. Friendship and has our thanks for a copy of "Bird's Seed, orchard grass
14
Alice Ross of Portland spent a few
by winning the 2.18 trot with Volun Pauline Boland have operated be Neponset Review,' the excellent Seed, redtop ........................................ 14 1 days in town last week, guest of rela
Seed.
Sea
Island
cotton
................
44
teer, and taking the free for all ln tween Rockland and The Oeorges trade review magazine published by
tives and friends.
very industriously, bringing home the large concern for which the for Seed, sorghum ...................................... 60
straight heats with Peter Pokey.
Seed, upland cotton ...___ ................ 30
Mr. and Mrs. Marion Smith and
some amazingly large fares and earn mer Rockland boy is a superintendent. Spinach .....................................................12
! children of Versailles, Conn., are
Oolden Rod Chapter O.ES. re ing a nice little piece of change—say Mr. Smith and family recently spent Strawberries ...._._______ ................ 40
sumed its meetings Friday night, with about $6000 a week for captains and their vacation in Rockland, and Tomatoes ............................................. 56 spending a week here with relatives.
English ...„........................ 60
Mrs. Reverdey Burns who works ln
supper in charge of Mrs Katherine crews, numbering 10 or 12 men. On George's enthusiasm over the shore Turnips,
Turnips, rutabaga .......................... 60 [ East Gardner, Mass., recently spent
8t. Clair. Marguerite Chapter of one eight-day trip the draggers dinners, baseball games, scenery, etc. Wheat .................................
60
■ a vacation at her home here, and dur
Vinalhaven was invited and there shared $106 apiece. With the increas- have been so successfully communi The standard weight of a
barrel of Flour ls................. 196 lbs. ing the time she also looked after
were 20 or more members present. IPA popularity ot the scallop the mag cated to some of his office associates
The standard wejght of a
the harvesting of 30 tons of blue
Adah Night was also observed, there nitude of its distribution is increasing. that some are coming here before the
barrel of Potatoes ls ....... .. 166 lbs. berries.
being a special table reserved for Folks throughout the country are ap season ends. When George Smith gets The standard weight of a
Harry Ross of Round Pond called
barrel of Sweet Potatoes Is.. 150 lbs
Past Adahs. Autumn flowers formed parently Just beginning to learn what to boosting (and that's what he likes
on hls mother last Monday.
attractive table decorations. At the nice things come from the waters of to do) there are bound to be results.
BORN
evening meeting ritualistic work was the Atlantic Coast.
Frank Callahan. Mrs. Florence
BICKFORD—At Community Hospital.
The
large
stable
and
barn
of
Pres

Camden.
Sept.
8, to Mr. and Mrs Donnelly and Mrs. Helen Walch of
exemplified by Golden Rod, with
Henry Bickford, a son, James Bick
The annual school of instruction of ton Gray at Orrington were destroyed ford.
Flavilla Arey and Nina Ames of Mar
Dorchester, Mass., spent a few days
Thursday
evening
in
a
spectacular
District
No.
11
O.
E.
S.
was
held
Tues

guerite Chapter acting as candidates.
DEMUTH—At Appleton. Sept. —, to Mr in this place recently on their way
and Mrs. Fred Demuth. a son.
Remarks were made by several of the day ln Rockport, with Harbor Light fire. The small daughter Olenice Oray
homo from the Century of Progress
gave
the
alarm,
and
Mr.
Gray
was
Chapter
acting
as
hostess.
Mrs.
visitors, and a program included a
j Exposition in Chicago.
MARRIED
vccal duet by Mrs Blanche Morton Winifred Conley of Camden, district able to save the horses and the MrDONAI.D-WEST—At Roslindale. Mass .
Mrs. Annie Miller is having her barn
Sept. 10. by Rev. J. Oordon Carey,
and Mrs. Nettie Frost, an address on deputy grand matron, directed. children's pony. A bull and heifer
Harold F. McDonald of Boston and shingled, her sons John and Roland
Miss
Ruth
West
of
Roslindale
“Adah" by Dr. H. V. Tweedie, and There were about 100 members were lost but the 14 cows were out
RHODES-SHERER At Rockport. Sept doing the work.
quartet selections by Mrs. Morton, present, all of thc 11 chapters in the in pasture at the time. The loss in
11. by Rev. G. F Currier. Cecil A
Miss Vivian Richards of Round
Rhodes of Rockport and Miss Louise
Mrs. Frost, S. T. Constantine and Dr. district being represented, as well as cluded 100 tons hay, a large quantity C.
Sherer of Rockville.
Pond
recently visited her aunt. Mrs.
of
grain,
25.000
feet
of
lumber,
and
five
districts
outside.
Worthy
Grand
J. A. Richan. Impressive memorial
! Gussie Ross.
DIED
services were conducted for the late Matron Ethel Hilton of Skowhegan all equipment, estimated at $10,000
—At Monhegan. Sept. 10. Oussle
Walter Feyler is working for Harvey
Mrs.Fostllla Benner and E. Mont was honor guest. Other grand offi partly covered by insurance. Mrs. DAVIS
B.. wife of Calvin V. Davis, aged 74
years. 11 months. 12 days. Funeral ; Post tn North Warren.
Perry. The meeting Sept. 22, will be cers were Mrs. Emma Dickens of Gray is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Tuesday at 2 o'clock from the MonRuth Night, with past Ruths as spe Camden, past grand matron, and Mrs. James W. Emery and has many
Misses Dorothy and Ruth Clarry
hegan chapel.
friends
in
town
who
will
sympathize
Eunice
Larrabee
of
Searsport,
con

JONES
—At Waldoboro. Sept. 11. Cora I have returned home after spending
cial guests. The address will be given
E. wife of Chester B. Jones, aged 73
Exemplification of the with her loss. The house was saved
bv Mrs. Hattie F. Davies, past matron. ductress.
years. 10 months. Funeral Thursday a few weeks with their mother Mrs.
at 130 standard, from the late resi Lucy Clarry In North Waldoboro.
work
was
made
by
Harbor
Light,
by
timely
arrival
of
the
firemen.
Forget-me-not Chapter of South
dence.
Thomaston and Grace Chapter of with Mrs. Marion Grafton of Grace
BENNER—At Rockland. Sept 9. William
N. Benner, aged 65 years. 8 months. 9
Chapter, Thomaston, and Miss
Thomaston are invited.
days.
Jett
ECONOMY
Katherine Veazie of Rockland.
PHILBRICK — At South Thomaston,
Rummage sale Thursday, Masonic Golden Rod Chapter, as candidates.
Sept. 9, Alice M.. widow of Austin Phil
brick. aged 80 years. 5 months. 9 days.
building in the former Woolworth A portion of the afternoon was de
Funeral Tuesday at 10.30 o'clock from
[//W/C .//////>■
the Burpee parlors.
store. Doors open at 9 a. m. Clothing voted to the question box and general
PIERCE—At Reading. Mass, Sept. 9.
furniture, dishes, etc., will be offered discussion. Mrs. Hilton was present
Susan Caroline, widow of Edward A
ADVERTISEMENTS
Pierce, aged 86 years, 3 months, 16
’for sale—adv.
ed with a gift.

THERESA HOST

Ttead. tke.

days.

Interment ln Thomaston.

IN TODAY'S ADS.

A
NEW FORD

DEALER

FIREPROOF GARAGE SALES COMPANY
WINTER ST., ROCKLAND

TELEPHONE 889

In keeping with the Ford Motor Company policy of
providing the highest type of representation in each

community, the Fireproof Garage Sales Company has been
selected to handle the sale and service of Ford cars
and trucks.

This new dealership, in addition to furnishing com
plete Ford service facilities, offers to the people of this
locality a better opportunity to become acquainted with
the outstanding features of the New Ford V-8. You will
be welcome at any time to inspect these cars and to
drive them yourself.

The Ford Motor Company policy is founded on the
belief that a sale does not complete the transaction with
the buyer, but establishes a ntw obligation to see that
the car gives good, economical service.
The Fireproof Garage Sales Company as an Authorized
Ford Dealer, is pledged to carry out that policy. Thor
oughly trained mechanics, using approved tools and
machinery, service Ford cars and trucks. Only genuine
Ford parts, priced low, are used. All labor is billed at
a standard flat rate.

This new dealership is now open and ready to serve
you. We are confident they will do it well.

FORD

MOTOR

COMPANY

* J. J. NEWBERRY CO.
Wtcc MSMtf

Specials Week of September 11 to 16
EIGHT OUNCE

Salad Dressing
LARGE 14 OZ. BOTTLE

NEW PACK

10c FRESH PEAS, can,

Ketchup,
Stuffed Olives,
Baked Beans,
Laundry Soap,

10c GOLDEN BANTAM CORN, can,
10c LARGE CAN
5c BARTLETT PEARS,
4c BROKEN SLICES
PINEAPPLE, No. 2 can,
HALF POUND
Baker’s Cocoa, 10c
QUAKER
Macaroni,
5c Macaroni
Tomato Soup,
AND
Spaghetti, lb.
Vegetable Soup, 6c Spaghetti, pkg
Fancy Shrimp, 11c BUDWEISER MALT,
12c OLD COLONY MALT,
Dried Beef,
ALL GREEN
10c FRESH COFFEE, pound,
Asparagus,

6c

B. & M.

11c

FANCY MAINE

FANCY

10c
15c

15c

7c
59c
49c
19c

10c FORMOSA OOLONG TEA, pound, 19c
Fruit Salad,
15c FINE
ORANGE PEKOE TEA, pound,
33c
Black Pepper, 10c
PURE
Dill Pickles
White Pepper, 10c
Tomato Juice
FULL QUART .
Pickling Spice, 10c
FULL PINT
Pancake Flour, 10c
only 15c
10c
Lima Beans,
TALL CAN

A

Seven-Year Chest Game
at Last Comet to End

By

Toast To Recovery

Jane

Rogers

ITH NRA and Its dynamic ad
ministrators working night and
day to set us ail upon the straight
road to recovery, now is the time
for every one of us to contribute
to the great effort ln every pos
sible way. Maintenance of morale,
of a new and more cheerful outlook
upon life, on the part of each in
dividual and each family group is
an essential for success,
i Here the housewife and mother
can play a leading role, for by
example and forethought she can
help to imbue her whole family
with the new spirit of the day. She
has many ways of accomplishing
this but none more fundamental
than the serving on frequent occa ery, on the first possible occasion.
sions of those food and beverage Then see how the family spirits
delicacies that have been a symbol soar.
and source of good cheer in Amer
Grape Juice Punch
ica since our nation's history
Juice of t lemons
1 pint slnser sle
began.
Juice of 3 oranges 1 cup sugar
Many warm days are ahead of us 1 pint water
1 pint grapejulca
before the cool weather sets in, and
To juice ot lemons and oranges,
nothing contributes more to build add water, ginger ale, sugar and
ing up morale on a sultry after grape juice.
'
noon than a cold fruit beverage ;
Pineapple
Punch
tinkling ln tall glasses. Nothing quart water
1 cup orange Juice
contributes more to good health 21 cupa
2 cups sugar
chopped
either, for the fruit juices are
cup lemon Juice
pineapple
packed full of vitamins and the
Boil water, sugar and pineapple
sugar is nature's best source of (or 20 minutes. Add fruit juices,
chill, strain and dilute with Iced
quick energy.
Resolve to prepare the where-, water if desired. Either fresh or
withal tor a family toast to recov-1 canned pineapple may be used.

W

CO'JRIER-GAZETTE CROSS WORD PUZZLE
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Gilroy, Calif.—The largest rablbt
in the world ls believed to be Gil
roy Queen, a prize-winning Flemish
giant, owned by Jess Rhodes, Gilroy
rahhit raiser. She is eleven months
old, weighs 23)4 pounds and has not
yet attained her full growth.
The huge white rabbit, which
measures 27)4 incites long. Is the
largest of more than 10,000 rabbits
-egistered with the American Rab
bit Breeders' assoclatian, and Is be
lieved to be the largest ever grown.
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Pocahontas' Remains Not Found

r

41

VERTICAL (Cont.)
10-Bartered
12- lnflamed place on
the skin
13- Pertaining to Spain
15-Perfume
17- A Persian coin
18- A source of light
made from pineknots
21-Likewise not
25- Afternoon parties
VERTICAL
26- An island of the
Philippine group
1- Watch ribbon
2- Fixed in the earth 27- A father
3- Entomology (abbr.) 28- Man's name
29- Floate
4- The June-bug
j 5-An eloquent speaker 30- Greaaea
dry
36-The (Fr.)
29-A male descendant : 6-Small rug
37-Stamped (abbr.)
7-A dinner course
31- Mariner
i 9-One afflicted with a 38- lmitate
32- Brave
39- Pronoun
dread disease
33- Part of a cured hog

HORIZONTAL
1-Liberty
7- At an early date
8- Verbal
10- Wooden ehoe of a
French peasant
11- Grades
13- The sun
14- American poet
16-Heavenly body
18- Drunkardt
19- Augment
20- A giver
22- Residence (abbr.)
23- Morocco (abbr.)
24- Pronoun
27-To make extremely

A Homely in London was being
shown the sights, and was given
lunches aud dinners at the best
hotels.
To his friend he said: “This Is
all very well, but what I want Is
something more homely—homely
surroundings, simple food, and the
friendly word."
He was taken to a quiet place In
Kensington for high tea with egg
and bacon.
"This is exactly what 1 want," he
said to the waitress; “homely sur
roundings. simple food, but what
about a friendly word?"
The waitress whispered In his ear,
"Don't eat the egg."—Tit-Bits.

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
34- A beverage
35- Bargains
38-A Turkish official
(pi)
40- Tear
41- Small lumps of
.
butter
42- Part of a flower
<pl.)

Unsuccessful search was made for
the remains of the Indian Princess
Pocahontas, who died about three
hundred years ago. She married
John Rolfe, one of the early settlers
ln Virginia, but lived for many years
in England. Her burial place is un
known, but It was recently suggest
ed that the remains, in a silver
casket, lay on a shelf in the crypt
of the church of SL John the Evan
eelist. Waterloo road. London This
was found to be untrue.
Not Muck Chance

Albert 8. Osborn, handwriting ex
pert, has figured out mathematlcally
thal the chance of two people writ
ing exactly alike, without any dis
tinguishing traits to tell their hands
apart, la one in UR.OOO.dOO.OOO.OOO.
Lyttleton Ghost Story

(Solution to Previous Puzzle)

iaNo. 13734
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
Office of Comptroller of the Currency
Washington. D C.. July 19. 1933
WHEREAS, by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned it has been
made to appear that
•‘THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
IKK hl Wl>

.
|
,
I
n|O|O|D1l e!s
eMcIhIe:' RS

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

j

I
I
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT
JUNE 20 TO SEPTEMBER 15
Eastern Standard Time
DAILY, SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
Vinalhaven Line
Steamer leaves Rockland dally except
Sunday at 6 00 A M and *2 00 P. M
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7 20 A. M and
3 20 P M. Returning Bteamer leaves
Vinalhaven at 8 30 A M and 4.30 P. M
Arriving at Rockland 9.50 A. M and
5.50 P M
Stonington and Swan's Island Line
8teamer leaves Swan's Island dally ex
cept Sunday at 6.00 A. M, Stonington
6 55. North Haven 7.50: due to arrive at
Rockland about 9.00 A M
Rcturnng.
leaves Rockland *2.00 P M North Haven
3.00. Stonington 4.00; due to arrive at
Swan's Island about 5 00 P M
•On arrival of afternoon train from
Boston.
B. H. STINSON
73-tf
General Agent

COMPLETE

Hl the CITY of ROCKLAND In the
County of KNOX and State of MAINE
has compiled with all the provisions of
the Statutes of the United States, requlred to be compiled with before an
association shall be authorized to commence the business of Banking:
NOW Therefore I J F T O'CONNOR.
Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby
certify that
“THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
ROCKLAND”
in the CITY of ROCKLAND ln the
County of KNOX and State of MAINE ls
authorized to commence the business
of Banking as provided ln Section Fifty
one hundred and sixty nine of the Re
vised Statutes of the United States.
In Testimony Whereof, witness
| Seal | my hand and Seal of Office this
NINETEENTH day of July. 1933
J F. T. O’Connor.
Comptroller of the Currency.
88-114

Ghoul-story lovers may he Inter
ested by an Incident of which the
details are claimed to be perfectly
authentic.
On the night of November 25.
1779, the second Lord Lyttleton
dreamed that a bird flew Into hls
room, changed to a woman, and hade
him prepare for death within three
days.
He told the dream to hls family
at breakfast next morning, but
made light of It, being to all ap
pearancea ln excellent health.
He Joked about It again Just be
fore going to bed, a few minutes
before midnight on the third day.
While he was undressing he sud
denly fell dead.—London Times.

OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE

USED CARS
Bought and Sold
MILLER’S GARAGE
Rankin St.,

Two Grandmothers Start
in College as Freshmen
New York.—Two grandmothers
have Joined the freshman class nt
Long Island university. Mrs. Anna
Rosenberg Cohn wants to brush up
on English, history, biology, Ger
man and speaking. Besides her
studies she keeps house, runs a real
estate business and is writing a
book. Mrs. Louise V. Frank Is try
ing for a master's degree In soci
ology.

Mr. and Mrs. James Ryan of Eoston and Prod Shafer of New ^brk
city have returned to t^eir respective
homes.
Mirs Ruth Pierian who has been
vlst'/ng her parents, Capt. ar.d Mrs. |
R. R. Pierson, has returned to New 1
York city.
)
position in Springfield. Mas*., from Sept. 17 to lilt Inclusive In the first world's champion outdoor
Southern Island light has shed its
stampede and rodeo ever presented in Ihe East. Every sport known to the western roundup will be
beams across the water for the lastpresented to Exposition audiences, and 15t» cowImijts anil cowgirls will compete for Eastern Stales honors
time, as the Government boat has the
and purses, while 800 cattle and horses will lie necessary for the week's program.
lighted bell buoy all set.
Miss Feme Achorn of Port Fairfield
Mank have successfully passed the
visited the Henry Kalloch family for
APPLETON MILLS
WALDOBORu
tef and become members of Girl
a few days last week
John Branson of Anje’.ma. Pa has Scout Troop No 1. The Scouts ate
Friends ol William Fish, a life long
Mrs. William Hastings has been at
been a guest of Capt. Willard Wa
planning a pageant to take place next ir.ident ol Couth Hope, are grieved to i Knox Hospital reoelving treatment
hear cf his death. Sincere sympathy and everyone Is glad to know that she
Mrs. and Mrs. George Thoir-on Saturday.
The Waldoboro Eafid. not losing is extended to his wife and other rela is Improving.
have closed their summer home at
Back Cove aad returned io Convent. courage on account of the postpone- tives, who eurvive him.
Miss Helen Oilchrest has had her
ir.: .it of the p’ann d Labor Day cele
Eenjamin Ness is time keeper on summer home newly shingled and
N. J.
Ora Dav'. and M..-c dulh Dav ct bration. gave pert cf their program the CTorges Pike.
other repairs made The work was
Framir.jham Ma . have teen iw nt F: iday afterr.con and evening. At
Benjamin Chaples is working for done by Joseph Blmmona and Prank
3 30 a p i lie was lormed consisting Lynden Johnson.
gues's of Miss Er.ta M. Young.
Kerswell.
riders, fioa's ar.d Girl Jcrhua Wentworth is having his
Mr. and Mrs. John Redman and of horse':
A. K. Meservey has been doing
family have rf turned frcm Eoot! . aj Ecou s. i •' escorted by the band, ba-n roof shingled.
shingling and other work for Ira Hart
Harbor and are again occupying the proceed?: fiom the railroad station
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. at Elmore
through the business section and f.cddi? D.muth on the birth of a
Haskell house.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Allen, Mrs. El
William Black has be n at t.‘s home down Frrendsh.p itreet. A spirited •Mi, weight nine pounds.
mer Allen and Miss Feme Achorn
I v. Lcuie Watson, pastor of the motored to Portland last week and
ln Hammor.town, N. J , the ( a t w ct ball came between- Waldoboro and
Mrs Abb.e Montgomery of Twm- St. George followid. and ln the eve Baptist Church, will exchange pulpits visited friends.
aston has been guest of her sister ning a street dance was given with with Rev. Warren Messier of Morrill
H 8. Allen and sons Francis and
. a', vaudeville acts by members ot next Sunday morning
Mrs Nellie Wade.
• Burleigh after spending the summer
Mr and Mrs. Carl "Becker,kr.tf son the Sketch Club. This affair was
Mrs. Grace Brown had as guests at their cottage on Spectacle Island,
who have been visiting Mr. and Mis. largely patronized, and tile tooths Saturday, her mother Mrs. Olive have returned to Wateibury. Conn..
W. C. Flint, have returned to Port cr:.t2d cn the street did a good busl- [ Pease and sister Mrs. Luella Tuttle 1 with the exception of Francis who is
and son William Pullen of Camden
land.
attending Colby College and ls also
Carleton Oushee, John Oushee and - librarian there.
Mrs Geneva Welt entertained the
WI’EN IN BOSiufr—Tou can buy
with the Cecil Arrington are in Aroostook,
Susannah Wesley Society Monday aft eop:-s of The Courier-Gazette,
That sparkling buoy anchored out- i
the Old South New,
Ag'ticy.
Washington
8t.,
next
Old
South where they have employment ln the side Southern Island to take the place
ernoon.
Church: also at M. Andeim&n'a 284
. potato field.
Genevieve Creamer and Frances Tremont 8t.
of the usual light may be all right,
but everyone don't like it. Uncle Sam
wants to save money, but some don't j
' sec much economy in this.
Dr. Herbert Kalloch of Port Pairfield has been spending a few days
COLLEGE CAREERS ASSURED—
vacation with his father Henry F Kal
Scholarship, worth $5,000 each were
loch. Dr. Kalloch is medical examinawarded these four boys when their
I er for Aroostook County.
model coaehe, won annual Flaher
Mr. and Mrs. William Riley and
Body Craftsman', Guild competi
daughter Doris who have been spendtion. Photo show,, left to right, Jack
Wicks, St. Paul; Charles Gadd, Spo
' ing three weeks' vacation in the Watkane; Myron Webb, Arkansas City,
! son Barter home, have returned to
and E. Stanley Knochel, Baltimore,
j Somerville. Mass
with prize winning coaches. Seated
Little Charlene Allen's second birth
are W. A. Fisher, President of Fisher
day was celebrated Wednesday by en
Body Corporation and H. J. C.
tertaining several young friends and
Henderson, Secretary oC’he Guild.
their mothers at the home of Mr and
Mrs. Henry Allen. Games were
played in the afternoon and luncheon
was served, the color scheme of the
table decorations pink and green.
The guests were Mrs. Walter Connon
and son Russell, Mrs. Robert Irvine
and son James, Miss Dorothy Flanders
and Mrs. Alvin Richards of Rockland.
I Mrs. Charles Gregory, son Charles
and Miss Helen Merry of Glencove,
Mrs. Calvin Smith and son Roger,
‘ Mrs. Cecil Morris and daughter
Pauline, Mrs. Everett Watts and son
Lawrence, Mrs. Orman Hopkins and
daughter Marion. Miss Mabel Barter.
Mrs Elmer Allen. H. K. Kalloch, Miss
Perne Achorn and Miss Elaine Allen.
Charlene was the recipient of many
lovely gifts.
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T/„> WEEK'S NEWS

' $2 ^A DAY |
THINK OF ITI Only $2-50

a day single .... and $4.00
double for thi, smart centrally

located hotel

1OOO ROOMS
but what rooms they are I
Cheerful,colorful,cory.eodiwith |
private bath, showe r, radio, circu
lating ice water and many other
feature, you’ll be happy about.

51st STREET
~AT 7»h AVENUE, NEW YORK
8OY MOULTON
Executive Yice-Fre*. ond Managing Mr.

WRITE

FOB

DESCtlFTIVI

BOOKLVT

MANGER

RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Ixesettve Office

-1.

HOTEL MANOIR
NORTH STATION. BOSTON
Pleat* tend - — RecO0i»ffl<* C«WB
for ute by friends «od

obliflofion.
Name-

Street-

Cltv -

■Md

May We Suggest—

106-108

4 / Moderate Cost
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
served the families of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450—781-1

yO^'r

TENANT'S HARBOR

Rockland

rjrj FUNERALS

fit

Robot Night Lamp
Does Many Stunts
New York.—The magical pow
ers of Aladdin's famous lamp are
rivaled by an ingenious night
lamp, which by automatically
controlling electric circuits, per
forms the service of a maid or
valet, a general housekeeper and
night nurse. The new lamp,
which has Just been demonstrat
ed at the Leipzig fair, tells the
time nt a glance, while Its alarm
will waken you If desired. It
will turn on or off the electric
lights to the minute, as well as
the heat, or your ventilating de
vice. It starts the radio at any
desired time, turns on the heat
In your electric pad, starts the
water boiling In your electric
stove—In short, stops or stnrts
on the minute every electric at
tachinent of the household.

World’s Largest Rabbit
Is Owned in California

The Friendly Word

i 4

W

OUTDOOR STAMPEDE NEW TO EAST

Portland, Ore.—Walter J, Dodge,
of Portland, recently completed a
chess game that started tn 1926,
seven years ago, and believes that
he holds a record ot some kind.
Ills opponent was George S.
Dodge, of Montebello, Calif., a broth
er, The two men played a game,
which was one of three chess con
tests started* by mail In 1922 be
tween three Stanford university
chums. The three pals decided
chess games by mall were at least
one way of keeping alive their col
lege friendship.
Alan E. Payne was third member
of the chess clique. He plays one
of the Dodges while the other
"rests.” The brothers compete In
the third tilt.
First contests were completed In
1926, after a mere four years of
cogitation and planning of moves.
The next series, which was Just
completed, took seven years. An
average of ten moves a year was
mad* In the last game. Dodge re
ported.

12

ii

0
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HOTEL BELLEVUE
Dr. E. L. Scarlott’s
Office
is now located at

38 Summer Street
First House Above Union Street
On Left

107-108 ’

NELSON CARR
WHOLESALE
CONFECTIONERY

TeL 1243

THIS GOES WITH THIS!
“This,” says Bessie reaching
j for the sugar bowl, “goes with
this I am sure.” She has some
thing in hcr other hand and if
you want to see a big picture of
it, take a pencil and join all the
numbered dots together, starting
with dot number one and ending
with dot number forty-two.

PROFESSOR
RAYMOND
MOLEY, chief member of
the President’s ‘‘Brain
Trust,” who resigned as As
sistant Secretary of State,
will become Editor of a Na
tional Weekly to be founded
by Vincent Astor.

HONORED AS WAS THE PRESIDENT—
The Improved Order ot Redmen confer life
honorary membership on the "Voice of
Experience,” noted sociologist (seated).
He was presented with duplicate of bon
net given President Roosevelt when simi
larly honored.

NEW TITLE
HOLDER.
Robert Mankowskl of Bev
erly H I I I a ,
Calif., fishing
at Catalina Is
land brought to
gaffa343-pound
Marlin Sword
fish, and thereby captured the
world's light
tackle record,
defeating Jim
my Jump, hold
er of the cham
pionship since
927. —tt

BEACON STREET,

BOSTON, MASS.

Lorated on Beacon
Hill next to the
State House
\

Juat a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial
and shopping centers

New Lower Rates
Rooms without bath, $2.00 up; with bath, $3.00 up
Complete Restaurant and Cafeteria Service
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PLEASANT POINT

No More Travelins Wrinkles

Cvpyrlfht. 1933, U. J, tteyuoldi Tobacco Company

——
Lloyd Breen of Port Clyde ls visit
ing at M. J. Maoney’s
Albert Davol of Worcester is visit
ing his mother and sister at the Davol
cottage.
Miss Adah Whitney who has been 1
spending the summer at Windy wold
ha- returned to Winter II111, Mass.
Mr. and1 Mrs. F. A. Fiinton were
happily surprised last Sunday to re-'
ccive a visit from Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Fllnton and son William ot
New York, and Mr. and Mrs. Win
Fllnton of Rockland. Thomas Fl’.n- i
ton leU Monday for New York, hls
family remaining for a longer visit.
J. Herbert Thompson and Frederick
Appleton of Boston were dinner
guests Sunday of Charles Gould and
sisters at Oull Rock cottage. They I
made the trip from Boston .by air
plane.

Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis ana
r?on Philip, Mrs. Rose Robinson ana
Mi~s Edna Robinson motored to Bar
Harbor last Sunday and made fhr ]
trip up Cadillac Mountain where
they spent a delightful day, returning
home via Ear.gor.
Ansel Crre has a garden this year
to be proud of, and among other
A
Vork-/’orM Afl'Aloni
things in it are some very tall pole
beans. Mr. Crrc who ls 5 feet 10
TUO more wrinkled gowns after an nation the packer and gown may be
inches, sayn he cannot reach the top
overnight trip with a suit case. unfolded and bung up In tbe closet
The newest development o( fashion secure from danger. At the lower
of the poles even by standing on a
Is a transparent garmeut packet part of the picture Is shown an
•ix foot step ladder and the beans
protecting the gown from possible other packing item. It is a trans
reached
the top of the poles, then
powder or cold cream stains In ilje parent bag tor slippers, not only
started
growing
downward.
handy
but
good
looking
as
well.
bag, and at the same time banish
Mrs. B. L. Stever.s received a big
Two of the most satisfying ele
ing wrinkles. The case Is shown
surprise last Sunday when her neigh
above folded for traveling. It Is ments of this new packer are that
long enough to take any dinner tt is transparent so that the con
bors from Floral Park. N. Y., came to :
gown when spread out. flaps of the tents may be easily seen and that
call on her. They were Mr. and Mis |
transparent material at ends and it is a protection for those delicate
James Doroughty and daughters
sides covering the dress, and the fabrics which have a tendency to
Oracc«and Antonette, driving through
whole, after three folds, being ready mark and rub by being folded on
from New York to Bar Harbor. Alter
for traveling. Cellophane, of the theij own material. Apparently
having lunch with Mrs Stevens they
moistureproof type. Is the material there is going to be less ironing
used, bound with colored fabric at and pressing at the end of a week
motored on to Bangor.
the edges. On arrival at the desti end trip than there used to be.
The home of Mr and Mrs. D. L.!
Maloney was the scene of a happy
gathering last Sunday evening when
HOPE
WASHINGTON
they entertained Mrs. D. Y. Rivers.
Mirs Myra Grinnell of Salem. Mass, Misses Mabel and Alice Rivers. Ethan
Mrx Eleanor Payson has returped
home after spending several weeks who spent two weeks vacation, with Mci'rtson, Joseph McCormack and
with her sisters Mrs. Arthur Lil/by Mrs. Alice Ware, was recently a caller Clarence Johnson of Erlghton, Mass..
and Mrs. Charles Marrir.er in Lin
Mr ar.d Mrs. James Dunn of East
cn Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Mooers.
colnville.
Pceperell, Mass . Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Jack Weber has returned home
Will and Harold Wilder wl ri thfir
Moody and Richard Flagg of Waldo
mother Mrs. Rase Wilder and hp", alter rpending thc summer vacation boro and Mr. and Mrs. Emerson Per
slater Mirs Frances True ot Lovell, frcm school with his Grandmother kins of Warren The piano duets by
Mas:., spent a brief vacation at their Weber ln Washington. D. C.
Miss Arietta Maloney and Clarence
cottage here.
Mrr Pauline Pierpont has returned 1 Johnson were much enjoyed, also the
Schools have opened, aed many
heme Horn a few days visit with her vocal so as by Joseph McCormack.
of our summer visitors have returned
Mr. and M:s. John Dodge, Mr. and
•ere Elward Pleipont at South Union.
to their respective homes.
Mrs. Milton Sturgis and son Mllion,
Jchn Mitchell. D. D G. M , was a and Mrs. TinrJc Newbert of Newton,
Golden Rule 4-H Club held its an
nual mothers' and fathers' banque visitor at Mt. Olivet lodge, F. & AM/ Mass., who are spending the summer
a’. True's hall. Sep'.. 6. County Club election of officers night.
at their cottage at Spruce Head wire
Leader Miss Ruth Clark, and State
• • • •
guests of Mrs. B. L. Stevens last Mon
Club Leader Shibles were gVesA q.
day. They also called on Mrs. Grace
Dramatic Cub Entertainment
honor.
Thc following program was given Maloney. Mrs. Newbert, who has
Rep. and Mrs. E. N. Hobbs and Mr.
passed her 90th milestone, ls as keen
by thc Dramatic Club of Washington
and Mrs. H. E. Hardy motored to
Camels are made from
and bright ln mind as ever, and is a
Augusta and were present at the under the personal direction of Mrs. most remarkable woman. In her
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
Inez Cunningham:
summer visitors' day festivities.
younger days she made her home in
tobaccos than any other
Little Faith Elizabeth Ludwig, in
Violin solo, Junior Mitchell: play, Friendship and after the death of
popular brand. You’ll ap
fant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray "A Much Disturbed Young Man,' J her husband she went to live with her
mond E. Ludwig, was christened at Marcia Hatch and Ervilie Bartiett; daughter, Mrs. Dodge, where she is
preciate the mildness...the
the church here Sunday of last week duet, Marion Mitchell and Inez Cun-; receiving every care and attention.
flavor...the added pleas>
by Dr. Guy C. Robbins in the pres ningham, with dancing by Elizabeth Friends all hope she may live to cele
ure in costlier tobaccos.
ence of many relatives and friends.
brate
her
100th
birthday.
Mitchell and Virginia Warren; mono-1
Mr and Mrs. T. F. Donegan havej
Miss Earleth Hcbbs. Billie Hardy. loguc, "Busy Body,” Frances Crooker;
Quinten Barrett and Guilford Pay- trio. Gladys Cunningham. Mary' closed their cottage, and left Friday
son have entered the freshman class Warren and Reynold Fuller; music. for Chicopee .Mass.
at Camden High Schcol. and Marion Josie Finley; Darkey sketch. "Too
Hobbs. Eileen Payson. Marion Wright Lazy to Fight," Ervilie Bartlett, Tom
FRIENDSHIP
and Rachel Noyes have returned to Lawson; music, Josie Finley; dance
Mrs. My ma Simmons has been
their respective classes.
by Elizabeth Mitchell; monologue.
Miss Gertrude Hardy has com "Slowin' Up the World," Ervilie Bart-I visiting relatives in Dedham, Mass.
pleted her work for Prof. Hall and lett; singing and dancing, by Virgina J Mrs. Edgar Bosworth. Miss Ann
after a week at home is leaving to Warren, Charles McIntyre; play, "A Bosworth, MLss Janet Taylor and
day for Castine where she will re Practical Use For Peddlers,” Mar-' James Logan Taylor have returned
sume her studies at the Normal guerlte Lincoln, Arthur ’ Johnston, i to their home in Holyoke, Mass, after
Sidney Humes, Hollis Weaver,; music. ] spending thc summer here.
School.
Mrs. Helen Keilholtz and Miss
Stephen C. Kleene recently en Jocic Finley; monologue, "Entertain
Cecelia
Keilholtz have closed their
tertained Dr. Donald Coxeter, a ing the Minister," Elizabeth Mitchell; I
young English mathematician who singing, Frances Howes and Ervilie | Davis Point cottage and returned to
has been at the graduate college of Bartlett; chorus, Frances Howes, Baltimore.
Mrs. Wallace Robbins of South Hope.
WHITE HEAD
Mrs. Robert W. Armstrong, Miss
Princeton the past year on a Rocke Elizabeth Mitchell, Louise Llnscott,
Picnic dinner was served. The party
Priscilla Armstrong, Miss Ella Arm
The coast guard crew were called to took home two bushels of fine mack
feller international fellowship; with Marioii Mitchell, Frances Crooker,
strong, Robert W. Armstrong. Jr, and Matinicus Friday night to assist a
hls father as his guest hc has been Marguerite Lincoln, Sidney Humes,
erel caught in the weir.
Hollis Weaver John Armstrong have returned to mackerel seiner, which had gone
taking a motor trip in Canada and Ervilie Bartlett,
Capt. and Mrs. E M. Mills, Mr. and
their Winchester, Mass., home after ashore on the island. The vessel was
the States and has now returned to Arthur Johnston, Tom Lawson, Herb
Mrs. J. W. Kelley and L B. Beal at
spending the season at Davis Point. removed with small damage.
the University of Cambridge where ert Cunningham.
tended the Saturday night dance at
Mr. and Mrs. John Sampson and
The Warrens are from Waltham
he holds a four-year fellowship.
Pour children of Mr. and Mrs Spruce Head. Rex, the beautiful po
daughter,
Margaret
of
Bath
recently
lice dog belonging to them swam one
Mrs. Nathaniel Wellman of Cam Mass.; Elizabeth and Junior Mitchell
visited Mr. and Mrs. Albion Wotton. Frank Alley of the Light will leave
den and Mrs. Cora Taylor of Waldo from Roslindale. Mass.. Charles Mc
this week for Jonesport Where they and a half miles and walked one mile
Mr.
and
Mrs
Eugene
H.
Brown,
after them and also attended the
boro recently visited their sister Mrs Intyre. Philadelphia, and Reynold
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey C. Brown. will attend school during the next
Fuller, New York.
Abbie Arthur.
year Miss Vada Alley attends Jones dance.
Deputy
Sheriff
and
Mrs.
Stanley
Ice cream and cake were sold after
Pjiul Harriman has returned to
port High.
the
entertainment and Overlock's Poland, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Murphy
Haverhill. Mass., where he has a fine
Mr. and Mrs. Robb of New York
and Mr. and Mrs. William Hall, were
MICKIE SAYS—
position in the English department Orchestra played for the dance. The among thc guests at a wienie roast olty were recent guests for a week at
proceeds
were
$37
20
of the high school. He was accom
given by Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Libby Spruce Lodge, Rackliff's Island.
ADVERriSlWtc IS LIRE FARMIUG,
panied by Stephen C. Kleene who
at Cushing.
Capt. and Mrs. E. M. Mills had as
UNION
FOR VOJ SOW THE SEEP AUD
went to Petersham. Mass., t.o attend
Miss Arlene Winchenbaugh, Miss guests at Camp Edward over the holi
REAP THE CROP* AUD MO
S
—the wedding of a friend.
Misses Mary and Carrie Hawes of Eleanor Pottle, Miss Ava Wallace, day Mr. and Mrs. Waller Powers of
MATTER HOW OFTEU THE
Mrs. Robert Sodohom and son Dorchester, Mass., Irvin French of Philip Bramhall, Bernard S. Brow.
FARMER HAS CULTIVATED
Gloucester. Mass.
THE FIELD, IF HE QUITS FOR
Kenneth of Woburn, Mass., recent Boston and Dana Webber of Green Arthur Burns, Myron Wotton and
Mr. ar.d Mrs. L. O. Goff and son ol
A SIUSLE HEAR, THE WEEPS
ly made a brief visit with her mother field returned to Massachusetts La Stanley Simmons are attending
ARE AU. OVER THE PLACE «
Westbrook were weekend and holi
Mrs. Ida Norwood. On the return bor Day, having spent two weeks Thomaston High School.
AUO IF THE MERCHANT
day
guests
of
Keeper
and
Mrs.
A.
J.
home she was accompanied by her with Mrs. L. R. Hawes.
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Benner and
Beal
at
the
Light.
youngest brother Arnold who has
Miss Cora Hawes is spending a family have returned to Springfield,
Mr. and Mrs Edward Pritchard of
resumed his studies at Woburn High short vacation at her home here.
Mass., after spending two weeks at
Danvers,
Mass., who are spending the
Schcol.
Mrs. A C. Hawes and two daugh Martin's Point.
summer at their beautiful estate,
Prof, and Mrs. William Worrell and ters have returned home from Mal
Tanglewood, at Spruce Head, and E.
son Francis of Ann Arbor. Mich., den. Mass.,.after spending two weeks
SOMERVILLE
V. Shea were guests Thursday at Har
who recently visited Prof, and Mrs. with Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Brackett.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Turner, Mr. and bor View of Mr. and Mrs. H. Andrews.
O. A. Kleene. will spend a few week;
Hazen Ayer visited his parents, Mr.
on the Maine coast before return and Mrs. W. A. Ayer over the week Mrs. F. L. Turner and young daugh The party enjoyed a walk around the
ter and Miss Marie Turner recently island and lbnchcon was served by
ing home. Dr. Worrell is professor end.
visited
Mrs. Elizabeth S. Turner of Mrs. Andrews.
of Oriental languages at the Uni
George Gardiner has employment
Mrs. J. K. Lowe of Spruce Lodge
Thomaston and were also callers at
versity of Michigan being an expert with W. L. Merriam.
entertained a party of eight from
in Coptic the language of ancient
Mrs. Aubyne Hawes and son Arthur E. H. Philbrick’s in Rockland.
Richard Aiken of New York has Massachusetts over the weekend and
Egypt, also in the various dialects recently visited her parents, Mr. and
been visiting his aunt, Mrs. A. M. holiday.
of Arabic so widely spoken in the Mrs. Charles Mank.
near East. He has spent considerate'
Seven Tree Grange meets Wednes Philbrick.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Andrews enter
time tAere in pursuit of his studies day evening.
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Turner and tained Friday at Harbor View, Mr.
The people of this vicinity appreci daughter, who have been passing a and Mrs. George Higgins of Camden
and has also represented the
Archaeological Institute of Amerlce ate the new stretch of road from the few weeks at their home here, re and Spruce Head. Mr. and Mrs. Ly
Union line to H. D Post's residence. turned to Augusta last Thursday.
at. Palestine.
man Randall of Warren and Mr. and

• ABOVE—FRANK BUCK lugged tons of rhinos,
cobras, tigers, and gorillas across thc Pacific to win his
famous title, “Bring-'cm-hack-alivc Buck.” He has to
keep his nerves healthy to follow hit strange occupa
tion of capturing wild animals alive!
• ABOVE—FRANK BUCK HAS SMOKED

• WHETHER YOU’RE ON A HOLIDAY, or hard
at work. Camels are the cigarettes for steady smoking.
Costlier tobaccos do make a difference.

his way around thc globe with Camels. 1 fe says,
“1 am a steady Camel smoker. Camels arc
milder, and they don’t jangle my nerves.”

Steady Smokers turn to Camels
“BringiiiK ’em back alive is a job packed with

thrills, excitement, and real danger,” says

Frank Buck. “I never would have been able to
populate half the zoos in this country, and

save my own life a half dozen times by quick
action, if I didn’t have healthy nerves. I am a
heavy smoker, as you noticed if you saw my

IT IS MORE FUN TO KNOW

picture, ‘Bring ’em Back Alive,’ but I can
smoke all I want because I smoke Camels.

They don’t upset my nerves. 1 prefer their

mild, rich flavor, too.”
o

o

o

Turn to Camels and find out for yourself how
true it is that Camel’s costlier tobaccos taste
better... and do not jangle the nerves. Begin
today!

VINALHAVEN
Louie Smith of Saylesville. R. I., ar
rived Saturday and is the guest of his
mother, Mrs Llewellyn Smith.
The following camps at Shore Acres
( were occupied over the weekend: The
, Wigwam. Thc Merrimacs, The Green
I law. Boulder, Alvosca. Ur.cle Tom's
Cabin, Idlewild and The Laurie.
Kendall Hatch who has been visit
ing hls grandparents Mr and Mrs.
Fred K. Coombs, left Sunday lor
Boston.
Miss Polly Wood, guest of Mr.s. A
M Cassie went to Quincy. Ma's. Sun
day. She was accompanied by her
• sister Minnie Wood.
George Gray entertained friends
over the weekend at Idlewild cottage.
Shore Acres, and a fishing trip to Isle
au Haut was one of the features of
the occasion.
Miss Enna Vinal left Monday lor
Fitchburg. Mass., where she has cmi ployment.
Samuel Freedman is closing out his
business.
Mrs. Eva Smith who has been the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Cobb,
has returned to Hyde Park. Mass.
Miss Patricia Maddocks, who has
been visiting her grandmother Mrs.
Aura Roberts went Wednesday to her
home in Weymouth. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs Allston Roberts and
daughter Edith have returned from
North Haven where they were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Burgess.
Those who attended thc meeting ol
Golden Rod Chapter.,O.E S., at RockI land Friday night were, Worthy
! Matron Eleanor J Gregory, Worthy

Patron Curtis Webster, Associate returned from Eastport where she
Matron Madeline Smith, Eeulah | was called by the death of her
Drew, Dorothy Thomas, Flavilla, mother.
Capt. Leroy Ames returned from
Arey, Natalie Lawry, Ola Ames, Nina
Ames, Lillian Lawry, Alex Christie, Portland Tuesday.
Blanche Kittredge, Nellie Thomas.
Kitty WrtBter, Rebecca Arey, Agnes
Smailey, Flora Brown, Marion LlttleNewest In Fall Shoes
fleld, E. A. Smalley. Other members
of Marguerite Chapter living in Rock
land pre r.t were Harriet Jones, Jen
nie Smith and Mabel CoL'.on. All re
port a delightful time and enjoyed
the work done by Ooldcn Rod Chap
ter in such a splendid manner. A
memorial service was held for their
late brother E Mont Perry who was
also a regu'ar attendant at Mar
guerite Chapter during his residence
in Vinalhaven.
Mrs David Duncan returned Thurs
day from North Jay.
Miss Iouise Philbrook of Hyde Park,
Mass, is visiting her mother, Mrs
Fanny Philbrook.
Mervyn Reynolds of Barre. Vt., re
cently visited relatives in town.
Edwin Woodcock has returned from
Courtesy I. Miller
Knox Hospital where he underwent •yilREE new fall shoes shorten
a tonsil operation.
the apparent foot length by the
Mrs. Mary Noyes was hostess to use of contrasting leathers, stitch, Ing and perforations. Pyraheel ls
the Tafo Club Saturday evening.
Mrs. Balfour Nickerson and son used on all three, its scuff less sur
Paul of Oakland, Calif., were recent face being proof against tbe on
slaught of the wickedest automo
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Mark Amiro.
bile brake. The top shoe ls a walk
Miss Lillian Ross who spent the ing pump of brown suede and
past two weeks with her parents. Mr
matching calfskin. Below ls one in
and Mrs James Ross, has returned smart taupe suede, combined with
gunmetal trimming. Tbe lower shoe
tp Boston.
Mis. Preston Ames has returned is of black suede, with an inner
side of patent leather, the decora
from a visit with her mother Mrs. tive lines of narrow patent leather
Abbie Thorpe at South Bristol.
braid trimming being stitched di
Mrs Llewellyn Thomas recently rectly on the suede.
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THOMASTON
Cecil Day who has had employment
on Mor.hegan for the summer re
turned home Saturday.
The bearers at the funeral of
Charles Lermond were Lawrence
Dunn, Ellis Copeland. Hollie Harring
ton and William Hastings.
Miss Nellie Gardiner went to Cas
tine Priday, where she has a position
ln Castine Normal School.
Mr. Constantine of Rockland, well
known tenor soloist, substituted for
Alfred M. Strout at Baptist Church
Sunday morning.
Mrs. Carl Gray of Omaha and
Washington, D. C . who has spent the
summer at Pleasant Point, is leaving
for home Wednesday. Mrs. Gray dur
ing her vacation period has taught ln
the Baptist Sunday school, and also
given several talks on Bible subjects
at the Thursday and Sunday evening
services of the church. Her teaching
has been much appreciated.
Mrs. Earl Wilson of Gray who has
been visiting in town returned home
Sunday, accompanied by her sons
Ross and Earl and daughter Saran
who have spent several weeks here.
Sunday afternoon an automobile
in turning into Knox street from
Main street struck the flag pole at
the head of Knox street. The bail
which had been at the top of the pole
many years was dislodged and was
broken apart. It was found to be
badly decayed and only held together
by a small piece of sound wood. The
auto was uninjured. The accident
was attributed to the sun which
struck the driver in the face as he
turned into Knox street.
• • • •
Mrs. Fannie Egerton and John
Egerton who are at the Egerton farm
in Cushing, had for weekend and
' Sunday visitors Mrs. Alice Crawford
of Pittsfield. Mrs Allyn Peabody, Mrs
Josephine Stone, Miss Jessie Stewart.
Mr. and Mrs. A P Ahern ar.d Mrs.
Leila Smalley
Mrs. Olive Levensaler of Medford.
Mass, is guest of Mrs. Abb.e F Rice.
The Beta Alpha Club realized $15
from their food sale Friday.
Frost Sunday night is reported by
early risers.
Harold Watts and family of Bel
mont, Mass. were in town for the
weekend.
Mr and Mrs Ccorge Gilchrest are
keeping house for Miss Helen Carr
and Miss Blanche Raysor during
their absence in Harrisburg. Pa.
Mrs. James E. Creighton was able to
be downstairs Sunday.
Dr Edwin A. Hatch cf Brooklyn. N.
Y.. who has been visiting his cousin.
Arthur Hatch of Beechwoods street,
left Sunday for Portland where he
will take a steamer for New York.
The Nurse Association met in the
selectmen’s offlee Friday evening.
Mrs Frank D. Elliot presiding. Mat
ters of interest were discussed. Most
of the executive committee members
were present, and also Mrs. Flint.
R. N., and E. P Keating of the select
men. Mrs. Flint is back on active
duty, having made good recovery.
The receipts from the food sale Sept.
1 were $23. and the committee ap
preciates the willing and generous
response which the solicitors met.
• • • •
Rev. Albert I. Oliver of Lewiston.
Methodist superintendent for this
district, was the preacher at the Fed
erated Church Sunday morning, his
subject being "Worship.’’ The an
them "Let Me Walk With Thee" was
sung by the choir. The Cowers were
large gladiolus blooms and dahlias
In rich autumn colors.
A rummage sale will be held Sept.
28 at the St. John Baptist parish
hall.
The Thomaston Board of Trade will
meet In the selectmen's rooms tomor
row at 7.30 p. m.
The members of the Guild of St
John Baptist will meet in the parish
hall at 3 p m. Thursday, and a good
attendance is especially desired.
The first meeting for the season of
Grace Cnapter. OES. will be held
Wednesday at 7.30.
All t filers
should be present, as there will be a
rehearsal to prepare for inspection
which comes in the tear future.
The regular meetin,; of Mayflower
Temple, P. S„ will be held next Fri
day evening.
• • • •
The M. E. Ladies Aid will hi.vc a
cooked food sale on the Congrega
tional Church lawn Friday at 1.30 p.m
Mr. and Mrs Harold Feyier and
four children, and Mrs. Herbert A.
Peyler of Portland spent the week
end wilh William Feyier.
Lewis Lovejoy has returned front a
visit to lricnds In Lewiston and Au
burn.
Mrs. Abbie Wooster had her 96th
birthday Sunday. She celebrated lt
by entertaining four of her neighbors
at dinner.
Mrs. E. P. Starrett Ls spending a
few days on Monhegan with Mrs.
Josephine Davis.
Mrs. Georgie Harkness of Veazie,
called upon the Misses Fernald Sun
day.
Mrs Luther Clark. Mr. and Mrs.
Sulo Penttila and Mrs. Etta Benner
motored to Bar Harbor Sunday and
rode up Cadillac Mountain.
Mrs. Russell Davis Ls visiting in
Massachusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Robinson
and son spent Monday in Portland.
Mrs. Ruth Creighton is leaving to
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day for Northampton, Maas., to re
sume her duties as head of the house
at Smith College.
Miss Elizabeth Creighton is leaving
this week for Smith College, and Mal
colm is leaving by boat for Williston
0N CHINA. THE FOOT is REGARDED
Academy, Easthampton, Mass. to
AS A SB SYMBOL ANO SMALL FEET
enter upon his senior year.
ARE PREFERRED TD A PRETTY FACE,
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Wilson were
HENCE VANITY AND MOOESTV
hosts to the Pythian Circle and
CAUSE CHINESE WOMEN
guests at their home Friday evening
TO BIND AND CONCEAL THEIR
A picnic supper was served by tlie
hostess, assisted by Mrs. Ralph Craw
FEET.
ford. Mrs. Rodney E. Jordan. Mrs
Oilbert Beattie and Mrs. Ambrose
Wallace. An evening of music and
socialibility was had. Other guests
were Mrs. Alpheus Jones. Mrs. Her
bert Newbert. Mrs. Earl Woodcock.
Mrs. Reddington Robbins, Mrs Wil
liam Stone. Mr and Mrs. A. L. Vose.
Mrs. Lucretia McNeil. Mrs. Edith
Wyllie, Mrs. Estelle Newbert, Mrs.
Mary Henry. Mrs. Julia Pryor. Mrs
Nellie Bean. Mr. and Mrs Anson
J HE GOD PAN'
Pryor. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Closson
FABLED INVENTOR
and children, Mr and Mrs. N. F. An
OF THE
drews, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lineken
Daniel DefoeMr and Mrs. John Tillson. Edward
invented the first
O'B. Burgess.
NEWSPAPER EDITORIAL
Mrs. Martha Cogan entertained at
AND HIS
WAS ALSO CIGARDED
her home over Sunday. Mr. and Mrs
AS GIVING RISE
Gleason Cogan and Mrs. Edward
WAS THE FIRST
TO SUDDEN ANO
Ouelette of Lewiston.
NEWSPAPER SERIAL.
GROUNDLESS
Mrs. Julia Curran of East Boston i
PUBLISHED.
fear, from /
guest of har sister Mrs. William
WE GET OUR WORD
Dunbar.
Mr. and Mrs Alvah Whittemore oi
PAN IG.
South Portland and son and two
daughters were recent visitors of Mr
and Mrs. Hiram Libby
•» •KLCn SVWOvA k. POJ
Mrs. Georgie Robinson is reported '
to be quite ill at her home on Knox
? ? Surpri»i.'7 As It It ? ?.. . “What 1$ Your Score? ? ” . . . See Page Two
street.
Mrs Margaret Ewing of Stoughlin
Mass , and Leslie Clark of Portland
, Hahn and Mrs May Hahn at WaldoTENANT’S HARBOR
WARREN
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
boro. Saturday.
and Mrs Herbert Davidson and
The Congregational ladies' circle
Clark.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Oliver of Ab- son John returned Sunday to Somerby Mr
The Methodist Ladles' Aid will meet will serve the monthly supper Thurs-1^^ Mass
at the vestry on Hyler street Wednes- i
with the following committee in , antj jjrs prank L. Davis, their hosts | 1
day for the weekly meeting. Picnic1 charge Mrs Elizabeth Munsey. Mrs f
f
motored Wednesday u
Wallace of Augusta
_ , jflnpe Rrhincnn Ur« Frtno unnr»
*
has been visiting her grandparents.
dinner served at noon. Mrs. Edith
*
to Bar Harbor.
. , ... . .
.
.
“ .„d «„ Dora Mank n.n»-

Surprising As It Is

W. ana Mrs. Roan,, Ea,o„. »,

and nephew who have been visiting
Mu.s Alice Oliver and Mrs. Mary Berg
at the Oliver homestead. Oyster
River, returned to their homes in Belment, Mass., Sunday.

M oo

Spetrlllrs France,Th™*

^‘day of Mr. and Mrs. WllUs ,

Mrt.

Ruby Kalloch.
Mrs. A. V. Wilmar, of Camden was
soloist Sunday morning at the Con- ,
gregational Church and her singing
was much enjoyed by the congrega- I
tion.
Mrs, Leland Philbrook and sons
Vaughan and Warren spent the
weekend with Mr and Mrs. Kenneth
Thompson at Friendship
A lawn party ar.d supper was held
Friday evening at the Baptist parsonage. a gr7up of 40 assembling j

th , .

Wat._

rtJJJb W.«J.

Mr. Stahl was a birthday cake made I Mrs. Eugene Whitehouse son and i
by Mrs. Moody, and which he brought daughter left recently for thelr home,
wjth
retum
after a visit of two weeks with Mrs.
they vlgUed fnea<fc ftt Vaisalboro
Lotina Whitehouse.
Mr and Mrs. Henry Oliver returned
Miss Elizabeth Rigby and brother
to Abington. Mass.. Thursday after Richard who have been guests of Mrs.
spending a few days with Mr. and Herbert Hocking returns home last
Mrs. Frank L. Davis.
week.
Capt and Mrs. Charles Holbrook
Percy Moore is janitor at the Bap
tist Church.
and Miss Eva Torrey and Frank
Miss Mabie Crawford visited Mrs. Brown motored to Rockland Satur Laura
at Easl Uak>n Sunday, day

Mrs. Susan C. Pierce
The remains of Mrs. Susan Caro
line Pierce were brought to Thomas
ton Sept. 11 from Reading. Mass,
where she died Sept. 9 Mrs. Pierce
was bom in Thomaston May 23. 1647.;
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Amos
Walker of Union, her mother former
from the Littlefield Memorial Church
Eliza Starrett of Warren. She came
in Rockland, former parishioners of j
to Thomaston with her parents and I Rev. Howard A Welch. Games and
about 1870 was married to Albert music were enjoyed. Among those 1
Merton of Waldoboro, who was lost
present from Rockland were Mr. and
at sea three weeks after the wedding
Mrs. Harry Chase, son Howard and
She was afterwards married to Ed daughter Kathleen. Mrs. George [
ward A. Pierce of Massachusetts I
Grover. Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Barter,
.whose death occurred in 1910. Since ! Mr. and Mrs Ronald Lord and two
his death she had made her home
children. Mrs. Margaret Storey. Mrs.
with a sister of her flrst husband in
, Sarah Packard, Mrs Hattie Lord. Mr.
Reading. Until recent years she |
and Mrs. Earl Chaples and children.
spent part of her summers in Thom - ]
Arlene. Vivian and Donald Chaples.
aston. where she had a large circle of
I Miss Fern Britto, Mr and Mrs. Mer
friends who esteemed her highly.
vyn Flanders and daughter Leona.
Her death came after an illness qf
Mr. and Mrs Fred Kenney. Mrs. Clarmore than a year. Mrs. Pierce was I
a member of the Thomaston Congre- I ence Dorman and son Kendrick. Carol
gational Church. A prayer was made Ii Wickson. Miss Berla Lord. Mr and
Mrs. Frank Gregory. Miss Nellie Greg
at the grave by Rev H F. Leach of the i
ory. Mrs. Nellie Manning. Rev and
Federated Church. The bearers were I
Mrs. L G Perry and daughter Betty.
Capt. Hollie Harrington, Charles C. j
McDonald, Joel Miller and Anson
Pryor. Mrs. Pierce is survived by
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Kelley of Bos
cousins.
ton were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Yattaw.
GLENCOVE
Mrs. Mary Clements went Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Spear of Gar
to Millinocket where she will spend
diner have been weekend guests ol
the winter with her son-in-law and
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Taylor.
daughter. Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm
Mrs. Susie Nichols who has been [
the guest of her sister Mrs. Mary j Brimigion.
Callers Thursday afternoon on Rev.
Hail, has returned to her home at
ar.d Mrs. Howard A. Welch were Mr.
Ballard Vale, Mass. Hcr niece. Mrs.
and Mrs. Carlton Welch and daugh
Lola Culver, accompanied her and
ters June and Marilyn and J. A.
will visit there a few days.
Welch, father of Rev. Mr. Welch,
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Merrill and
enroute to their home in Providence,
son Lendall and Ralph Jewell were
after spending the summer at therr
Bucksport visitors Sunday.
camp at Lucerne-in-Maine.
Mrs. Hubert Small, son James and
George Teague was dinner guest
grandson George, and Frank Swett
Saturday of Mr and Mrs. G. D. Gould.
of Gray were recent guests of Mrs
Mrs. G. D. Gould has returned from
Helen HaU.
ten days visit with her aunt Mrs.
Misses Madeline and Louise Burns
Sarah Ross in Boston.
of Friendship were weekend guests
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Studley. |
Ernest L. Starrett were Mr. and Mrs.
Their parents Mr. and Mrs Almon
David Starrett, son William and
Burns came Sunday and together
daughter Thelma. Mrs. May Hallowell,
they went to Farmington.
all of Lynn, and Miss Esther Ander- I
Benjamin Perry of Waldoboro was
son of Maplewood, Mass.
a guest at Alton Wincapaw's Sunday
Harold Howard of Belfast was a
Tom Farley and Carl Freeman left
caller Sunday on Niven C. Crawford.
Monday morning for Boston to at
Overnight guests Friday of Mr. and
tend the bail game. Mr. Farley's
William Partridge were Mrs. Ashley
sister Mrs. Edward McDonald will re
Partridge and daughters Barbara and
turn with them and visit her sister 1
Mrs. H. A. Barrows for a few weeks. Marguerite enroute to their home in
Lexington, Mass., from their cottage
Mrs. Carl Freeman is employed at
at Bluehill.
Perry's coal offlee, Rockland.
Penobscot View Grange had a good
attendance at its meeting Thursday
Mr.s. Louie Drewett returned Satur
night. A supper will be held next day from a visit with Miss Emily |
Thursday and arrangements made for Young at Darien, Conn.
the annual fair in October.
Miss Marguerite Haskell is taking
Mrs. Dr. Granville Shibles and dramatic lessons of Miss Adelyn
daughters of Westbrook were weekend Bushnell of Thomaston.
guests of Mrs. Shibles' parents Mr.
Mrs. Henry McCraw and children
and Mrs. Fred E. Gregory.
Ann and Richard who spent the past
Neal Shibles left Saturday for summer with Mr. and Mrs. Elmer E. 1
Orono and will attend Coburn Insti- 1 Jameson, retifrned Saturday to Rostute where he will prepare for col- lindale, Mass.
lege.
I Mrs. Mary Richmond spent last
^Charles A Studley and Newell Kin- week in Rockland with her two
ney had rather good luck Sunday in ' sisters, Mrs. Sarah Hull and Miss
trailing and capturing a hive of wild j Eliza Swan.
bees and getting several pounds ot j Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley and
honey.
1 Miss Susie Hahn visited Mrs. George
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Consumption of Sweet Foods
Linked to Nation’s Morale
HE sugar induztry is one of the soda to top off her lunch, by the ability
most important keynotes to recov
of the housewife to serve a special
ery in a double sense in the opiniondessert upon special occasions.
of Dr. John Lee Coulter who, in addi
“Think what frustration of such
tion to hii duties as a member of the
natural and human cravings has
United States Tariff Commission, ia
meant to the morale of our people
now presiding over the meetings of
during the last three years and more.
sugar producers and processors in
Human beings may be able to exist on
their efforts to draw up a code for the
meat and potatoes alone, but it ls a
industry.
depressing diet. It pro
Recovery of the indus
vides no basis for zest
try is. of course, vitally
and joy in life—no will
important to the thou
to sustain hope or over
sands of workers nor
come obstacles. Think
mally employed in the
what the ability to buy a
cane sugar refineries
penny stick of candy
along the Atlantic. Gulf
means to a child, what
I
and Pacific Coasts, in the
unhappiness the child's
cane fields of Florida and
frustration entails.
Louisiana and in the
Think, too, what it will
beet fields and processing
mean in increased em
plants of the Middle and
ployment in thousands of
Far West. Its recovery is
candy, preserving, soft
llaim
Euina
also important. Dr. Coul
drink and ice cream
Dr. John Lee Coul
ter believes because of
ter. member of U.S.
plants when we ail are
Tariff Commission
the psychological contri
able to have our "sticks
and new heading
bution its products make
of candy" again.
up efforts of the
to tbe American people
"Morale is as impor
sugar industry to
as a whole.
tant as physical well-be
complete its code.
•'In 1929," Dr. Coulter
ing. Without it no people
says, "the people of the
can move forward to
United States consumed 14,000,000,000
greater things. Civilization not only
pounds of sugar—directly and in reaches a standstill but begins to
sweetened foods and beverages. In 1932
retrogress. That is what has been
consumption was off 2.000.000,000 happening in this country in re
pounds, or ove. 15 pounds per person.
cent years. When we see sugar and
Perhaps to a considerable degree the
sweets consumption increasing week
happiness ot our people in 1929 was
by week and month by month we will
due to the sweets they consumed,
have another indication that the 'New
and the decline marks the difference
Deal' ts surely succeeding. America
between their condition then and to will again be achieving a higher meas
ure
of happiness and success."
day. In any event, their sweets con
sumption was a symbol of their hap
The sugar stabilization agreement
piness Success of our united effort
upon which Dr. Coulter is now work
for recovery will make it the symbol
ing involves many complicated fac
again.
tors for not only is the mainland in
"For a comparatively small number
dustry concerned, but also Hawaii,
of us. happiness lies in such costly
Porto Rico, the Philippines and Cuba
luxuries as yachts, country places and
—all sources from which in the past
Paris gowns. For millions upon mil
the United States has drawn great
lions qf us. however, it lies in the
quantities .of raw cane sugar to be
ability to satisfy our cravings for such
processed ln her refineries. As In all
small .uxuries as are symbolized by
the recovery codes the primary object
the farmer stopping in with his wife
is to restore comfort, security and
at the ice cream parlor when ho go s
purchasing power to the thousands
into town, by the ability of the stenog
upon thousands of workers the indus
rapher to havo a sundae or ice cream
try normally employs.
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We are putting all our energy now in talking School Clothing.
Wc have a big assortment and at prices which ought to please. Of
course everything is a trifle higher, but these prices are low.

Every-Other-Day
ROCKPORT

In Everybody s

7

Column a
in everyuuuy ’ vununn

LOST AND FOUND ;

WANTED

SOFT lump coal 87 50; coke. 89 50;
' hard coal. 814; delivered ln Rockland or
Thomaston. J. B. PAULSEN Tel. Thomaston 84-2.
108*110
TWO MILCH COWS for sale MICHAEL
LOFMAN, Rockville.
109-111
FOR SALE—Direct from the manufac
turer. a carload of "Presto" preserve
Jars at the lowest price ever sold for
these extra heavy Standard Fruit Jars.
Pints. 77c doz.; Quarts 87c doz.; Two
Quans. 81 23 doz. Only 2000 dozen of
these Stendard Jars oflered for tale et
these low prices, end subject to manufacturer s advance ln prices. Buy today
your supply for this year and next year.
You probably will never buy preserve
Jars again at such low prices. Every
jer carries the manufacturer's name
which
insures highest quality. Mall
goods
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders and boat orders fllled on receipt of check
or P. O. order. STOVER FEED MFO.
solicited. H. C. RHODE# Ttl. 519-'.
105-tf CO, on track at 86 Park St.. Rockland,
Many from town attended the musi-1------ —------------------——
Just below Armours. Tel 1200.
107-109
,
—,
k.
NOTICE—As my wife. Harriet WlthaSn.
ANTIQUE chamber set for sale. Santo
cal at Camden Friday night given by has lett my bed and board I shall not
Domingo mahogany. In flrst class con
artist students of the Curtis Institute
M^’Vpt u" J°HN dition. Price right. Write A. B C.. this
109*111 odlce_____
107*109
of Music, for the benefit of the Cam.
Lions Club Charity we are prepared to make your wool' horse for sale, weight I6oo. good
aen-KOCKpon. uons viud viiaruy
write for prices. Alio rug worker. 10 years old. CHARLES A.
fund, and all hifihly praised the ex- and knitting y»rn> for sale. Samples neimi. Stahl’s Hill, Warren.
107*109
BLACK horse, young and smooth, for
p,o,„„, *«.
sale Price right M. C. PHILBROOK.
108*110
A service of special Interest w«s aladdin lamp parts at all tunes Head-ot-the-Bay.

he served under the direction of Mrs !

OIRL for Kenera! housework Inquire
pants CO. opp. Rankin
block. Main St., between 12 and 1.
107-109
PORTABLE typewriter wanted. Must
be ln good condition. Standard key
board. PHONE 968
10»-lt
“^poRTUNITliSs wanted for High
school girts to work board tel 324-w
107-109
POSITION aa chef or order cook want
ed Best of references. HORACE PERRY.
Orace St.. City.
*tf

be tertea under tne direction oi Mrs i MODERN

Lou Richards ar.d Mrs. Enos E Ingra
ham.
Misses Cora Whitney, Feme Whit
ney. Edith Wa l and Hilda Wall attended the meeting of Pomona
orange at North Haven, Saturday
From there Cora Whitney went tc
Vinalhaven for a visit with her aunt
Mrs. Julia Johnson
Mrs. F. D. Hawse and daughtei
Miss Emma Morse are visiting Mrs
Ethel Roderick in Bath.

; MISCELLANEOUS <

**.

evenln« and was welt attended. One| KEYS! KEYS! KEY3I Keys made to | brauBeer._82 40 per case; Michel. 82 40
„ vivid anrfoni I order. Keys made to lit locks when ; Per case. Each case contains 24 bottles,
of thc f-atures was 3 vivid andanl- orlg,nai Xeys are lost. House. Ofllce ot Add 50 cents for case and bottles, to all
mated description by the pastor.Rev Car. Code hooka provide keys for all Man orders which are returnable.
. .
. , . .
locks without bother. Scissors and STOVER FEED MFO CO . on track at 86
G. F. Currier, of hls recent trip tc the Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea- Park St.. Rockland. Just below Armour's.
Century of Progress Exposition.
*°n‘bte prlrM crie hardware CO Tel. 1200.____________
105-110
408 Mam st.. Rockland

rei. iw.

, Summer Cottage# ’

Conway Center. N H after a visit
t^unng^BWoco X Vn’d
the home of
an<1 Mrs O;or«f i............................................ ’ . * ^ }omTd^X"WN.u« D«h
W Lane.
COTTAOES and camps to let and foi Me per dozen; Fine OriTmktZd8 8ugir
I sale.
E V. SHEA. 8outh Thomaston 100s. 84 98; 25 lbs. 8129; 10 lbs./52c.
Mr. and Mrs. James McNaut cf Tel Rockland 354-11
105-tI "Orammy" Graham Flour. 10 lbs 35c
Hyde Park, Mass., are guests of Mrs
FOR SALE at once at these prices. Pillsbury or Occident Bread Flour. 81 25Cottage at Megunticook Lake. 8800. Best Pastry Flour. 95c; Stover's Pride
Minnie Crozier
also cottage at Megunticook Lake 81600 Flour 81 per bag. 87 90 per barrel.
Domino Confectionery Sugar or Brown
Mrs. Etta Gove returns to Atlantic. V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154
Mtf Sugar. 4 pkg 30c. Lowest caah and
carry prices ln New England. Mall
Mass., today after a visit at the home
orders fllled STOVER FEED MFO CO
of Capt. and Mrs. Ernest Torrey.
on track at 86 Park St. Rockland' Just
below Armour s. Tel. 1200
105-110
FRIENDSHIP
Ross Spear has returned to East
FOR SALE—"More For Less" Egg Mash
Mr. and Mrs. Sandy Rob and son
Corinth to resume teaching after a
- ..
"More For Less" Orowlng Feed
Of Canaan werc guests of Mr. and ' 81 9«; "More For Less" Dairy Feed. 81 63
vacation spent with his parents. Mr
'"More For Less" Scratch Feed. 81.90;
Mrs. Fred Young over the weekend. More For Less" Stock Feed. 8149' All
and Mrs L. True Spear.
A trip to Monhegan was made during of our poultry feeds contain Nopco XX
Oil. and Dried Milk
No other feeds
Outstanding among the many beau
thtir visit.
offer you such great values as our "More
tiful flower gardens in town is that
For Let*-’ Feeds They are made freah
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Herrick and dally.
Buy them today and save the
at the home of Capt S. H. Wall on children have returned to Portland difference.
6TOVER FEED MFO. CO. on
track
at
86 Park St, Just below Armour'8.
Commercial street where are seen i after spending the summer at thr
Tai. 1200.__________
107-109
profusion of dahlias, gorgeous ln Armstrong bungalow.
WHEN you are planning to sell your
coloring and of unusual size and Mrs Fannie A. Rauskolb and Miss | wards' Te? w£j. R^kiand1*4* n^f
variety.
Marian Rauskolb returned Friday
Clarence Collamore and Edwin to their home in Medford, Mass.
81**************^
Annis left Monday morning for Cas
W. L. Tompkins Jr. and William F.
tine where they will enter the East Redmond 2d motored to Madison,
ern State Normal School.
N. J. Friday.
«••*•*******.**H
• • • •
Mrs. Norman Southworth, Miss FOUR ROOM apartment and alx room
modern, to
let.
MRS.
Several members of Rockport's Cynthia Southworth, Miss Betty apartment.
FROST, 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-W.
z
96-tf
summer musical colony have returned Southworth and Miss Minnie Green j__________________
STORE to rent. 6 Park St. Apply DAN
to Philadelphia to resume thelr land have closed thelr Davis Point MUNRO.
105 Llmerock St.. City
studies at the Curtis Institute, among cottage and returned to Newtonville^ ___ ______________________________ 109-lt
PARTLY furnished four room apart
them Victor Goetiibb. Saul Kaplan Mass.
ment. electric lights and flush toilet.
Mrs. Joseph Y. Houghton and son ELMER C. DAVIS. 22 Fulton St. 108-110
Ethel Stark and Celia Gomberg.
FURNISHED tenement to leL AM
Thalice Spear and Carolyn Graf James returned Friday to Chevy
modern. Hot water heat, electric llghta,
fam wno have been employed at the Chase. Md., after spending several hot and cold water, gas and bath Rent
reasonable. Apply to FLOYD SHAW.
Samoset during the summer season weeks with Mrs. James Spear.
47 North Main St.
109-tf
have completed their duties there and
FURNISHED apartment to let at 566
1 Main St., heated, rent reasonable In
will leave Friday for Boston to take
teitfttifte
quire ALBERT PETERSON, at Fuller’ Oobb-Davls.________________
107-tf
a secretarial course at Burdett Col
ROOMS to let with use of garage at
lege.
17 LINDSEY ST__________________108*113
Miss Marion Head arrived from
I SEVERAL tenements to let ln good
J condition, very reasonable rent. Call at
Philadelphia Monday and will be at
1 C. M BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
tbe home of Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Bal
SEVEN ROOM house at 288 Broadway
to let, all modern; also several other
lard for two weeks. Miss Head is a
"hold* u* the arch"
good rents, furnished and unfurnished,
student of Madam Lea Luboshutz
from 815 to 825. ERNEST C. DAVIS.
Rockland, Me.
108-110
violin Instructor at the Curtis Insti
Now Is the Time!
TWO TENEMENTS to let, 9 Suffolk St..
tute.
upper six rooms, partly furnished If
desired. Lower flve rooms and bath,
They Will Be Higher!
At the Baptist parsonage Mondayfurnace heat. MILTON M ORIFFIN.
evening occurred the marriage of
SIX ROOM second floor flat with
Cecil A. Rhodes, son of Mr. and Mrs
bath to let, adults only. Inquire LIL
Charles E. Rhodes, Sr., of Rockport
LIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St.
| _________ _______________________ 108*110
and MJiii Louise C. Sherer daighter cf
FURNISHED rooms, to let; all modern
"ana Sherer of Rockville. The
conveniences. FLORA KIRKPATRICK.
15 Prove St. Tel. 94-R.____________ 99-tf
double ring service was used, with
WELL furnished apartment to let,
Rev. G. F. Currier officiating. They
three rooms, toilet and shed. 12 KNOX
ST.
Tel. 156-W.____________________ 96-tf
were attended by Miss Doris Black
FURNISHED, heated apartment to let
ington of Rockland and William
AAA to EEE
Inquire 14 MASONIC ST._________ 105-tf
Ingraham of Rockport. Immediately
FOUR ROOM apartment with bath to
Brown and Black
let. 818 a month. V. F. STUDLEY. 283
following the ceremony they left for
Main St. Tel. 1154_____________ 105-tf
Cooper's Beach where the honeymoon
HEATED apartmenta. all modern, four
Ties and Straps
will be spent. Both are graduates of
rooms. Apply at CAMDEN 6t ROCK
LAND
WATER CO. Tel. 634.
105-tf
Rockport High School, and for the
past year Mrs. Rnodes has been a
student at Nasson T~stitute. Best;
[wishes of many frienc - are extended. I

TO LET

$4.40

REAL ESTATE

YOUNG MEN’S SUITS ....................................... . ......... $12.50, $15.00
CHILDREN'S WASH SUITS ............................................... 59c, $100
BOYS’ PANTS ................................................. 65c, 75c, $1.00, $125, $1.50
wi 00 OUR PART

YOUTHS’ LONG PANTS ................... ............. ...... ........ $1.98, $2.50
$1.25
$2.50
$2.98
$5.00

BOYS SHIRTS OR BLOUSES ................ . ................. -................. 75c
If you are looking for a good place to buy things for >x>ur boy, this is
the spot for we specialize in Boys' Furnishings

WILLIS AYER

FOR SALE-Greatest values ever of-

Mrs. George Farnsworth and' _
lua_u fered. Presto jar rings. 6 packages for
daughter Nellie have returned to ’ * *.................................................*
U*“nU^tv1^

BOYS’ SUITS—ages 8 to 18 ..................... !....... . ................. $7.50, $9.50

BOYS’ ALL WOOL SWEATERS ....................... s.............. $1.00,
YOUNG MEN’S SWEATERS ....................................... . .... $1.50,
BOYS’ ZIPPER COATS ....................................................................
MEN’S ZIPPER COATS ....................................................... $3.50,

F()R

Delmont Ballard returned Sunday I Advertisement* in this column not to 1 »
.
I exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 ♦
night from a trip to the Century ol [ cents, three tlmee for 50 cents. Addi- w.**.*.*-**..**8l
______ „
__
I tional lines five cents each for one time, 1
FOR SALE—Several hundred Rhode
Progress Exposition in Chicago. Hi u cents for three times. 8tx words
, Island Red pullets, March and April
also visited a fraternity brother at m,lle a llnchatched, all laying or ready to lay. Re
crates loaned to out of town
Detroit, Mich., and with other friends ~
” | turnable
********** ******
buyers STOVER FEED MFO. CO., on
they spent the weekend and Labor I
♦. track at 86 Park St.. Rockland. Just be| low Armour's. Tel. 1200.
107-109
Day on the north shore of Lake Erie ] ♦
WOOD for sale, fitted. 110; Junks. $8:
in Canada. Enroute home he also ‘^**.**.. ******** cord' wod. 87. O H CRIE. Thomaston.
109-114
visited Buffalo, Niagara Falls, and BROWN suit coat lost with name of Me Tel 122-2. NRA.
I owner. E White, on Inside. Reward lf
FOR BALE—Four Police pups, flve
spent a few days with chanter
H
1 left at THE COURIER-OAZETTE offlee months old. Two pure bred blue tick
brothers at Montclair, N. J., and
108*110 hound pups. 4 months old Large White
Springfield, Mass. The trip was a 7>a FT square-ended skiff, painted I Chester Pigs. 10-12 weeks old. 84 each,
lead color lost Notify LEWIS TABBUTT. MbII orders filled.
Crates furnished.
highly enjoyable one.
17 North Bt.. Thomaston. Me
109*111 Write for prices on dogs. 8TOVER
■ ... ------- —- ----- —----- , v
FEED MFO CO., on track at 86 Park Bt ,
Tel.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Sanford of Wa FEMALE hound lost, white with black Rocgund, Ju5t p^iow Armour's
and tan spots, answers to name of ,200.
107-109
terville, N. 8., are visiting her mother, "Chum." TEL 1084 or 238.
107*109
100 EARLY Rhode Island Red pullets
BROWN and white male rabbit hound
Mrs F. D. Hawse.
lost. Finder call 384-M. or notify JOHN for sale. OTTO MICHELSON, Cushing.
Maine.
___________________________ 107*109
Mr. and Mrs Edg^r Andrews who HALL. Owl’s Head
107-109
RUOS hooked and braided, old and
have been visiting hls parents. Mr
, new. well made. Price reasonable. MRS
and Mrs. Charles Andrews, returnee'
1 O. 8. BLACK. 10 Sweetland St., City
Friday to Westboro. Mass.
«
» _________________________________ 107*109
furnishings of 14 room house
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Salisbury. Mrs II
”
» aaa*
j forENTIRE
sale at 250 MAIN ST. Tel. 628-R.
109*111
Effie Salisbury and Mr. and Mrs
house-keeping
position wanted.
Hilton Ames cf Rockland spent the Neat
Reliable.
Excellent character.
POOL TABLE for sale, ln good condi
Leave city If necessary Write J. L.. care tion. Also 12x16 foot tent with 6 foot
weekend ln Portland guests of Ben Courier-Gazette.
104*109 side wall. Price right for quick sale. H.
jamin L. Greenlaw and family.
MIDDLE-AGED woman wanted for C. BUBER, Warren. Me. Tel. 6-31.
general housework. Apply by letter to _________________________________ 108*110
An all-day session of the Farm Bu J. A M.. Courier-Gazette.
109-lt
FOR SALE—Large variety of light used
reau will be held Thursaay at the[ WOMAN wants position with elderly cars, including Ford. Chevrolet and Ply
.
...
..
. ...
u
« couple or lady or gentleman, house- mouth at popular prices. FREDERICK
home of Mrs. Maud Walker; subject i kee£r Oo Bn’y whe?e Address m. 46 U. WALTZ. 165 Jroadway. Tel 392-M
107-109
"Cake Making.' Dinner at noon will' Mountain Bt„ Camden, Me.
io»-lll ____

Children’s School Shoes
A NEW
BOSTON - MAINE
SERVICE
Effective Friday
August 11
Frequent daily trips
in fast tri-motored
planes guided by
veteran pilots. Re
duced round trip
fares. Folder on lequest. Reservations
call Rockland 92.

PORTLAND $550
WATERVIILE $9>o
ROCKLAND *9SO
BANGOR"

for

$1.00 up

Il3.

BOSTON

B.-M. AIRWAYS, IRC.

R. E. NUTT
SHOE STORE
436 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
MAIL ORDERS FILLED

FOR SALE—Six room house, good lo
cation, price right. This property ls a
good Investment. Its location ls on a
cement road. ROBERT COLLINS, Real
Estate Agency.____________________ 105-tf
FOR SALE—All on the rent plan. 8600,
Knox Hall, South Thomaston; 82100.
eight room house and barn: 8425, four
acres of land; 81250, large double tene
ment house; 82000. double tenement
house, all ln South Thomaston. V. F.
8TUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
| _ _________________________________ 105-tf
BLOCK PLACE, on Warren road, for
sale at a bargain. MRS W E MAURER.
Thomaston. ____________________ 107*109
FIVE ROOM house for sale, on Broad
way. 81000 Must be sold at once. V
F. STUDLEY, 283 Main St. Tel. 1154.
______________________________ 8 104-tf
THE L. E GRIFFIN house at 25 James
St.. Rockland for sale Hardwood floora,
electric lights, large lot. Price right.
Apply to M. M. GRIFFIN, Rockland. Me,

97-M

Every-OtKer-Day
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McDONALD-WEST
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Walsh
Mr and Mrs. Carl Nelsen, enter
have returned home after spending tained at dinner nnd bridge Friday
the season at their log cabin, Birch evening. The out oi town guests were Miss Ruth West, daughter of Mr.
Mis. Elizabeth Leach of Brookline, and Mrs. John F West of Roslindale,
Island, Casco Bay.
Mass., Mrs. Albert Adams of Rock , was married Sunday afternoon to
I
Lloyd Clark, Maurice Dunean, port.
Harold F. McDonald of Boston. The
Jimmie Cox of Bangor, Webb Potts
i wedding took place at the home of X1
In addition to personal notes regard
Mr. and Mrs. Lucius Yorke and , the parents, 116 Water street, with
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Perkins of of Philadelphia, and Colin Mur
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
dock
of
Hawaii
have
re

Mrs.
Llewellyn Conary of Swans' j Rev. J. Oordon Carey of the Church
ment especially desires Information of Southwest Harbor were weekend
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. guests of Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Dunton. turned from a two weeks motor trip Island, motored to Cadillac Mountain of Our Saviour officiating. Tlie wedNotes sent by mall or telephone wlll be
jding march was played by William
We have signed, and are oper
to The Century of Progress In Chi Sunday.
gladly received.
ating to the best of our abili
TELEPHONE _______________ 770 or 7M
Prangoulls, violin, with Philip FarMiss Ruth Scarlott of Kent's Kill cago. On the return trip they
ty in spirit and in letter, with
|
raia
at
the
piano.
After
the
cerevisited
Philadelphia
and
the
Niagara
spent the weekend with Dr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Cameron re
the NRA—we Intend to abide
Mr and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett had as E. L. Scarlott, Summer street.
I
menial
prayer
Vincent
Marotto,
Palls.
turned Saturday night from a week's
with the code and the New
guests at their cottage at JeHerson
Deal.
motor trip through the White Moun i tenor, sang "I Love You Tru.y.”
Lake for the weekend Elmer E
J The reception was followed by reDonald Small has returned to tains.
Mrs. Parker Worrey was hostess to
We Intend to give complete
Dunklee and Ouy Merrick, of Ayer, the Thimble Club last evening.
1 freshments on the lawn. The bride was
SATISFACTION to every cus
Barre, Vt., after spending the week
Mass. Mr. Dunklee and Mr. MerTlck
tomer who enters our doors.
attired
in
white
lace
and
carried
a
end with his parents. Mr. and Mrs
The Women's Foreign Missionary
To sell only that kind of mer
are touring Maine, their trip to in
Mrs. A. U. Bird has returned from Charles Small.
Society of the M. E. Church will rhower of lilies of tlie valley. She was
chandise that BUILDS pres
clude Bar Harbor, Castine, and sev Washington, D. C., where she was
attended
by
her
sister,
Mamie
J.
tige and good will.
meet Thursday at 2.30 with Mrs. Min
eral other places. Yesterday they called by the death of her father,
Miss Ada Perry has spent, the post nie Rogers. Amesbury srteet. The West, as maid of honor, and Joseph
We
Intend to keep our prices
visited "Montpelier," and Joined with Fenelon Brock.
week in the New York market in the annual mite box opening will be held. Keene of Melrose was best man.
as low as possible, and in these
thc hundreds of others In warm
The couple will make a honeymoon
days of rising costs you will
interest of Senter Crane Company All should take them, or notify Mrs.
praise of the beauty of the mansion.
ftnd that at Senter Crane's you
Miss Kathenne Veazie was guest of and is enthusiastic over the fall Margaret Philbrook.
trip to Washington and Chicago for
can buy many things at less
Mr and Mrs. Elton Merrifieid at styles. The costumes will be rich
the World's Fair. The bride is a
than elsewhere.
Mr. and Mrs. Porcst Pinkerton of Kezar Palls for the weekend.
graduate
of
Tlie
Girls'
Latin
School
ln the darker shades with felts and
Mrs. Clarence Pinkham ol Damari
Be wholehearted about it!
Simmons street had as dinner guests
wools as favored materials. The hats scotta Mills was a recent visitor in the 'of Boston, and the Boston Clerical
Back up our President and his
Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Earl Haskell
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred M. Strout of
School
and
has
been
employed
by
the
have more trimming, one in particu city.
aides! Remember Maine did
Evelyn and .\fcrie Thistle, James. Thomaston and Mrs. E. L. Edwards
(John Hancock Insurance Co. for a
not feel tbs Depression for al
lar, an ostrich trim, sponsored by
Tillie, Virginia, Elizabeth and Ear’ and daughter Arlene, of Clark Island,
most two years after some sec
number of years. Mr. McDonald re
Mae West. This season's hats are
There will be a special business
tions of the country.
Haskell.
motored Saturday to Waltham, Mass,
ceived
his
early
education
in
Dover,
very wearable, fitting over the crown meeting of Che Methebesec Club Wed
and were weekend guests of Mrs
Don’t be a-aneerer, a scoffer or
N H , and Washington, D. C. com
Mr ai. j Mrs. David Beach returned Strout's sister, Mrs. Edmund Free of the head and nestle snugly into nesday at 7.30 at the home of Mrs. pleting same at Buffalo and Chicago.
a know-it-all. . . because as a
the luxurious fur collars.
E. F. Olover.
rule they are always on the
*
8unday. Mr Bcach having attended man.
Cn returning they will reside in Lynn
wrong Sid? of the fence. We
the National Association of Lettei
|
where
Mr.
McDonald
has
employ
in Senter Crane’s firmly be
C. Alton Palmer and family have
An important meeting of the Uni Mr. and Mrs. J. Edward Whitten
Carriers, at Atlantic City and Mrs.
i ment with Friend Brothers,
lieve in the "NEW DEAL" re
Beach having visited in Connecticut versalist parish takes place Friday of Laconia, N. H., were guests for returned home after occupying thc j Many beautiful presents were regardless of politics.
Burpee
cottage
at
Lucia
Beach
for
the
weekend
of
Mr.
Whitten's
mother,
evening, preceded by supper at 6.30
in the meantime.
I ceived.
under the direction of Mrs. C. A Mrs. L. A. Whitten of Talbot, ave six weeks.
Senter Crane Company
Rockland and Vinalhaven
The Methebesec Club enjoyed an Palmer, Mrs R. C. Wentworth and nue, and other relatives.
Over 300 New Hats purchased in New York last week—now in stock.
BARKER-PORTER
Plans are shaping up for the bene
outing Thursday at the Holiday Mrs. Oeorge H. Welch.
Mrs. Olive F. Levensaler who has fit bridge at "Montpelier" Sept. 20,
Beach cottage of Mrs. Orace Rollins
The wedding of Miss Rachel Fiske
SENTER CRANE COMPANY
Prank L. Clark has returned from been visiting Mrs. S. W. Delano is under the direction of General Knox
with 14 members and guests present
Porter and Ridhard Lewis Barker
now in Thomaston, guest of Mrs. Chapter, D.A.R., of Thomaston as
Bridge, sewing and chatting occupied Biddeford Pool. _____
was solemnized at high noon at St.
MRS. ALICE PHILBRICK
orite Salzedo composition. To these |
A BRILLIANT CLOSE
Abbie F. Rice.
sisted by Lady Knox Chapter of this
the afternoon. The club has another
Peter's Episcopal Church Thursday,
C. Alton Palmer ls tn Boston on j
two
numbers
Miss
Mayhew
brought
city. Members of the Thomaston Rev E. O. Kenyon officiating. The
outing Tuesday, Sept. 19, at the cot business.
To Camden's Concert Season brilliant rendition and sensitive in- i Alice 'Meserve) widow of Austin
Mrs. Charles Small is visiting her committee are Mrs. Nicholas Anza
tage of Mrs. Laura Maxey. Lermonds
bride was attended by Miss Marion
C. Philbrick, died Saturday after
Was Program Under the terpretation.
Pond. East Union. Take basket
Capt. and Mrs. W. H Wincapaw re daughter, Miss Laura Small, in lone, Mrs. Cora Currier and Mrs. Starrett. of Thomaston and Mr.
noon at Wessaweskeag Inn, South
Miss
Stark,
gowned
simply
in
Portland.
Charles Creighton, while
Lady Barker had as hls groomsman Rich
lunch.
turned Saturday from several days]
Lions’ Auspices
white, displayed splendid tone, as Thomaston, where for the past four
Knox committee comprises Mrs C. ard Thayer of Marblehead. Ilass.
in Boston.
Mrs.
David
Rubenstein
and
daugh

surance
and poise in hcr work, years she had made her home with
F.‘ Snow. Mrs. George L. St. Clair,
Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee have
The summer music season came to
The bride wore a brown silk en
ter
Jessie
arrived
Sunday
night
showing
marked
Improvement since Mr. and Mrs. L. B Smith. Funeral
Mrs. Lester Sherman, Mrs. Walter semble with mink trimming, and a brilliant close in the concert Fri
had as guests Mrs. Theodore Ken
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Wood of
her appearance of last year. She services were held this forenoon at
and daughter Dorothy of Medford Farmington, Conn., are visiting Mrs. after spending the week in Brook C. Ladd and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett. It matching accessories.
After the day evening at the Camden Opera gave a magificent rendition of “Sal- the Burpee funeral parlors. Rev W
line.
Mass.,
arranging
plans
for
the
Mass., and Mrs Emma Wing of Ran Wood's parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charles
is hoped to have 20 tables, and res
House given by the Camden-Rock
tarelle" by Wieniawskl-Thibaud, and S. Rounds officiating. The bearers
coming winter. Miss Jessie Ruben ervations may be arranged with any ceremony an attractive luncheon was
Wade. Waldo avenue.
dolph.
port Lions Club as their annual
served
at
the
Copper
Kettle,
covers
cne of her encores was a delightful were four of her former neighbors.
stein is entering Northeastern Uni one of either committee. Attendance
laid for 20. The young couple are charity benefit. George Dyer, David Lehar number. Mr. Gottlieb, who J. Fi?d Knight. William W. Spear.
i
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Prank
Oregory
of.
versity
of
Law.
Miss
Madeline
Ru

Baraca Class is to have picnic supincludes admission fee for inspect spending their honeymoon at the Crockett and Roland Crockett, com
is but 17, gave promise of success. Nathan F. Cobb and Oliver F. Hills
per tomorrow at the West Meadow North Main street are spending the benstein enters her second year at ing the Knox Mansion.
Ralph Wiggin cottage at Crescent prising the committee ln charge, He already has admirable command The interment was ln Achorn ceme
!
week
ln
Bangor.
Emerson
College
of
Oratory.
Helen
home of Rev. and Mrs. H. R. WinBeach, and later will make their must have been gratified by the fine of tone, and hls work shows fine fin tery.
Rubenstein starts on her flrst year
chenbaugh. Basket lunch will be
I audience and the appreciative at- ish. “Vito" by Popper was splendid
I Miss Annie Frost who has been at • at Simmons while Dorothy Rubin
home in Boston.
Mrs. Philbrick was born in this
APPLETON MILLS
augmented by green corn.
Out of town guests were Mr. and [ tention and applause accorded the ly played, as was also his encore city March 31. 1853. a daughter of
’ the home of Alan Rodney, Masonic j stein is a freshman at Brookline
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Sprowl. and Mrs. Frederick P Porter of Kellogg, artists, W’ho were William Harms, an
"The Bee" by Rimsky-Korsakov. His John Albion Meserve and Alice M.
Miss Nathalie Edwards had as street, for the summer, has returned High School. Mr. and Mrs. David
sons Earl and Walter, Mr. and Mrs. Idaho, parents of the bride. Dr. instructor at the Curtis Institute of
to Lynn.
youth and natural charm made a (Treat) Meserve. Jan. 29. 1884, she
Rubenstein
will
remain
for
another
guest at Crescent Beach last week
Abner Grant, daughter Linnibel and Ralph and Dr. Blanche Barker of Music and private pupil of Josef
particular appeal.
Mrs. Mayes, was married to Mr. Philbrick, why
month and will then Join their fami-.
Miss Mary Egan.
Miss Ruth Mitchell motored Sunday Derry. N. H.. parents of the groom, Hofmar.n; Maryjane Mayhew, harp
Mrs. Poepeel and Miss Elsie Poewearing
orange
silk,
gave
conscien- died 19 years ago. Prior to going
ly ln Brookline for the winter.
to Bingham Dam, where a guide Mrs T. O Eastman and sons Berkley ist; Ethel Stark and Celia Oomberg.
peel of Staten Island, were recent
to South Thomaston to reside she
'.'ous accompaniments.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Philbrick of
showed them through the various and Ronald of Cape Elizabeth, Mr viollnlits; James Bloom, violist, and
guests of Capt. tand Mrs. W H
Mrs.
James
Thompson
and
two
Portland are guests of Mr. and Mrs
The concert was brought to a j made her home for four years with
rooms of the structure.
Wincapaw.
and Mrs. James Keddie Jr. of Wel Victor Octtlieb, cellist, artist-stu brilliant finale by the Deux Danse:, her son Donald M. Philbrick In
children have returned to Cape <
Edwin R. Edwards at Crescent Beach , -V ;
••
—---- Miss Jennie Waterman is homc lesley Hills. Mass., Miss Eleanor dents at the Curtis Institute, and
Olradeau. Mo., after spending the
Mr Philbrick called here by the ill
(Danse Sacree and Danse Profane' ! Portland. While she had been in
John Salisbury of Camden enter-;
after spending several days with Mrs. Rowe of Swampscott, Mass., Richard Ermeralda Mayes, accompanist.
ness of his mother the late Mrs. Aus tained at a corn and wienie roast summer at Ingraham Hill.
by Debussy, played by Miss May falling health for some time she was
Alice Dougherty of Camden.
Thayer of Marblehead, Mass.. Muri'
Too much cannot be said of Carlos hew with string quartet accompani- j confined to her bed only a few days
tin Philbrick.
Friday night at his camp at Hobbs
Mrs. E. E. Stoddard and Mrs. J. A
Miss Maxine Copp is homc Irom son Ware of Montclair. N. J., and Salzedo, renowned harpist and head ment by Miss Oomberg. Miss Stark before the end came.
' Pond, his guests being Mr. and Mrs. Stevens entertained members of the Knox Hospital.
M? Harry Leon of Charlotte, N. C. of t.he harp department at the Cur Mr. Bloom and Mr. Gottlieb. It was! Mrs. Philbrick was a member of
Miss Edna DuBois who has been
Harold Grindle. Mr. and Mrs. How- Thimble Club and families Sunday
The bride, daughter of Mr. and tis Institute, who directed the activity magnificently done and will llr.ge. the
Rockland
Congregationallst
S. E. Eaton, principal of Appleton
with Capt and Mrs. W. H. Wincapaw
. ard Wilbur. Miss Bertha Wilson and at. the 8t. Clair cottage. Ash Point
High, will board at Joseph Moody's Mrs. Frederick P. Porter of Kellogg. and arranged thc marvelous pro long in memory. Miss Gomberg. Church, and for many years until
for six weeks has returned to Staten
1 Miss Charlotte Ingraham of Cam • There were 19 present. Picnic din-!
home on Elm street instead of at Idaho (Jane Fiske. daughter of Mrs gram. David Crockett, president of wearing blue, and Mr Gottlieb were age and ill health curtailed her
Island.
i (ten, Mr. and Mrs. Forast Brazier, M.\
Mrs. Amy Esancy's as previously Amos Fiske of this city),, attended the club, paid a graceful tribute to also heard In the opening number, j activities, was affiliated with the
| and Mrs. C. E. Preeman, Mr. and
University of Washington, and is a Mr. Salzedo at intermission and suc the Mozart Trio. Mr. Bloom’s only j Methebesec Club and Shakespeare
Ellis Mills and Charles Sundberg
stated.
1 Mrs. Prank Puller, Mrs. Hudson Bar •
Mrs. Oeorge E. Dunton and daughreturn to New York today after a few ! rows and Tom Farley of Olencove.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Perry and son Gamma Phi Beta, and also is a ceeded in bringing him to the stage appearance was in this Debussy j Society, active socially in t.he com
er Margaret, have returned from a
days' visit with Mr. Mills' mother
were at their former home here over graduate of New England Conserva to acknowledge applause.
number, but his work was admira • j munity which now’ numbers very
tory of Music. Boston. Mr. Barker
Mrs. Prank Clark, and grandmother, Mayor Richardson, E. W. Pike, S. visit with relatives in Southwest j the weekend.
It. is not amiss to say that the bly presented and blended perfectly j few survivors of her girlhood days.
Harbor.
is a graduate of Bowdoin College '30. keenest advance interest centered ln with the others.
Sh? is survived by two children—
Mrs. Ambrose Mills.
Nilo Spear. William Case, Mr. and
aud is a member of Delta Kappa the appearance of Mr. Harms who
Charles K Philbrick of Dark Har
The
artists
were
recalled
time
and
Mrs. E. C. Moran, Sr., Representa
UNION
Mrs. Oeorge Palmer was hostess to
Epsilon fraternity. He is now at since coming to Rockport in 1929 to time again, and the feminine artists bor and Donald M Philbrick of
Miss Helena Latham has returned
tive and Mrs. E. C. Moran, Jr., and the E. C. Club for an outing Friday
Portland.
to Boston after being guest of her I
All members of Union Lodge. I. O. tending Tufts Medical School in continue his studies with Mr. Hof- were presented with bouquets.
Mrs. U. S. Gushee motored to Port at the Painters' Camp. Nobleboro.
Boston.
aunt. Mrs. R. E. Philbrick.
'
mann
during
the
summer
season
has
O. F.. are requested to be present at
In the audience which embrace!
land Saturday to hear Postmaster
formed many friends in these parts representative musicians and music
OWL'S HEAD
Miss Lois Creath of Lubec is visit the regular meeting next Saturday
Oeneral James A. Farley.
Mrs. E. P. Jones and son Richard
night at 8 o'clock. At this netting
through hls genial charm and demo- lovers from Camden and many of
ing Miss Mary Small.
are spending a few days with Mrs
Mrs. Oeorge DuBois and Mrs. Oil!
the District Deputy Grand Master
cra'.'c manner. He had been heard the adjacent towns were noted Felix
Charles Mitchell has been drawn
Jcnes’ parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred DuBois of Staten Island have re
Mrs. Lena Larrabee who has been will officially visit the lodge.
ln previous concerts here, too, which Salmond, cellist, and Mrs. Sa’mond thc grand Jury and Inez M. Dyer i
Robinson, in Avon, Mass. They mo turned after being guests of the for- j visiting her sister, Mrs. Lizzie Peas
added interest, but those ln the audi  Mme. Lea Luboshutz. Mrs. Mary the traverse Jury.
tored there Sunday with Mrs. Thomas mer's daughter, Mrs. W. H. Winca- I lee. has returned to Gardine?.
ence who had heard him in 1929 Louise Curtis Bok, Alice Chalifoux, J
Venner of Thomaston.
paw.
heartily agreed that tremendous harpist. Rockland contributed abou
Mr. and Mrs. George B. Davis and
strides have been made in.his art 30 attendants to this concert.
Work Done Anywhere
Mrs. Carl H. Sonntag is spending a
Members of Opportunity Class and son Orant, and Mrs. Frances Davis,
since that. year. Mr. Harms per
PROMPT SERVICE
month with relatives in Sandusky families are invited to a picnic*
1 motored to Brooklin yesterday.
A Parisian collector, recently de Water pipes repaired and relald.
sonally is a charming artist. He has
and Cleveland, Ohio.
Thursday afternoon and evening at
a quiet dignity, yet there is a defi ceased. spent a fortune in collecting Inside and out, digging Includ
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick P. Porter
the love-letters, of the distinguished
Pipes wired out. Sewers dug,
the home of Mrs. Lena Young at
niteness about him; he has ease and dead. We've heard of girls, too. who ed.
Mrs. Helen Fales gave a 1 o'clock
laid nut and clranrd when plugged.
of
Kellogg.
Idaho,
who
motored
her?
Ingraham
HIU,
with
Mrs.
Young,
poise,
and
is
entirely
free
of
man

luncheon Friday at owl's Head Inn,
made fortunes collecting the love- Cesspools dug and rocked, and sep
to attend the Barker-Porter weddin?
tic tanks. Shallow cellars dug deep
nerism, qualities distinctive of Hof letters of the not-so-distlnguished liv
with two tables of bridge at her cot Mrs. Alva Wooster and Mrs. Lorna
Thursday
are
guests
of
Mrs.
Porter's
er. Floors remenled and walls re
mann. his teacher. He has gorgeous ing.—Oeorge Ryan in the Baston
tage at Crescent Beach. Honors Pendleton as hostesses. Take basket
mother, Mrs. Amos Fiske, Ingraham
paired. Cellars whitewashed. Lawn
singing t.one. beautifully round and Herald.
were won by Mrs. H. B. Fales, Mrs. lunch and dishes.
work, etc.
HUI.
clear.
Earl McIntosh, Mrs. John O. Stevens
S. E. Eaton
Mrs. Wilson Keene and Mrs. Ruth
In place of the Albeniz number
and Mrs. J. N. Southard.
TEL. 1187-Y
ROCKLAND. ME.
A family gathering took place
Gurdy Bird have returned to Mont
“Triana" Mr. Harms substituted two
102‘lt
Sunday at the John Ladd farm in
clair,
N.
J.,
after
being
guests
of
Chapin Class is having picnic sup
Chopin Etudes—the A Sharp Minor
Stockton
Springs.
Basket
lunch
was
per tonight at the Otis cottage at their parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. O.
and the so-called Black Keys Etude.
Cooper's Beach, with Miss Jennie Gurdy. They were accompanied by augmented by green corn. Those
His Chopin is as it should be—it has
present
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Austin
Brown and Mrs. E. F. Berry as Mrs. Keene's children. Wilson and
WEDNESDAY
vigor and color, yet over it all is that
Smith.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Smith
Janet,
who
have
been
making
a
hostesses.
ethereal
quality
always
associated
and daughter Nathalie of Portland.
Rockland visit.
Rangers and Outlaws!
with that master. Aside from the
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Robinson and
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Pease and
match
wits
and bullets in an old-fashioned
Chopin numbers, the high light of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Edwards daughter, Mrs. Bicknell and grand
children, Virginia and Alan, cf Wis
rootin', tootin', shootin' western
his group was the “Danse Ritual of
casset, and Mtss Afton Bates of New aiVL9011 Howard attended Bluehill daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Carl Pack
Fire" by Manuel de Falla, his com
ard and granddaughter, Mir and
ZANE GREY'S
castle, were gucsts Friday of Mr. and Pair last week.
mand of the trill ln this, from the
Mrs. Lewis M. Rokes, Leroy Chase,
Mrs. S. D. Crosby at The Highlands.
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Beverage of Au Miss May Chase. Mr. and Mrs
softest pianissimo to full tone, leav
ing hls hearers thrilled. Among his
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Pomeroy had as gusta called on friends here Sunday. Arthur Brewster, Mr. and Mrs. Er
encores was the Zouave Drill by
guest for the weekend, Miss Ann C
win
Chase
and
son,
Mr.
and
Mrs
Dea Perry, daughter of Mr. and
with
Mana-Zucca and also a Brahms
Pomeroy of Calais. Miss Pomeroy has
Harry
Chase
and
family,
Mr.
and
Mrs. Laurence Perry of Jame3 street, |
number. Mr. Harms' work ln the
gone to New Britain, Conn., where
Mrs.
Bert
Chase,
and
the
host,
John
RANDOLPH SCOTT,
TOM KEENE
celebrated her second birthday at a i
opening number "Trio in E Major”
she is assistant principal in the Na delightful party Saturday.
KATHLEEN RI RKE,
XOAII BEERY
Tiny' Ladd and Miss Nancy Ladd.
by Mozart, together with Miss Oom
than Hale Junior High School.
HARRY CAREY
tables set for two and decorated in
The 75th birthday of Mrs. Dexter j
berg and Mr. Gottlieb was notable.
Mrs. H B. Fales was hostess to the pink and yellow were made use of in Simmons was observed Wednesday
Seldom has a lovelier artist than
THURSDAY
Breakfast Bridge Club yesterday for a merry way at the serving of the I by entertaining several of her neigh-'
Miss Mayhew appeared before local
luftcheon. The birthday cake in its |
luncheon and cards at Ocean View
Who Shall Blame Her?
audiences. She wore a gown of soft
bors in a delightful manner. She ■
Tea Room, Camden. Special guests pertty pink and yellow trimmings was was showered with gifts, flowers
pale tan, made with artful sim
Bound
to old loyalties—
were Miss Kitty McLaughlin. Mrs the center of attraction. Dea’s guests and other remembrances. Mr. Sim- J
plicity, worn with a gold belt, and
caught up in a new love—
Helen Fales and Mrs. Lou Fales of were: Mrs. J. Russell Davis and son mons, whose years number 77, was
who shall blame this wife
gold shoes, so that it all blended to
for what her heart mac?
Belmont, Mass., and Crescent Beach. Robert James. Mrs Willis Spear and the life of the party. Refreshments
gether
with
the
harp
to
form
a
her decide?
Son John, Miss Oertrude Hanley, Miss
study
in
gold
—
a
beautiful
picture
were
served
by
Mrs.
Ernest
Maxfield,
Mrs. William Davis (Clara Denni Genevieve Bradlee and Mrs. Bowdoin
KAY FRANCIS
New York Parit Fa.ihiont
aided still further by the grace of
son) was tendered a Jolly surprise Lermond of Thomaston; Mrs. Rcnald assisted by Miss Caroline Jameson.
NILS ASTHER
of
the
other
appealing
style
points.
her
hands
and
charm
of
manner
as
’
pwO
new
lovely
designs
for
tbe
party Friday evening, the occasion Messer and daughter Dale of Warren; Ouests were Misses Caroline and
autumn in rayon materials are At the right, is a town frock of
she played. A fascinating person
being her first wedding anniversary Mtss Bernice Webber of Wiscasset; Elizabeth Jameson. Mrs. Willis H
shown above, tbe gown to tbe left more than usual charm in Schia
ality. Her playing showed admirable
She was "showered" with tin articles Mrs. Nell Fogg and son Neil Jr., Mrs. Anderson and daughters Viola. Doro
being developed In Presso, a new parelli Canvas, a rayon material
tonal command and finished tech
and an abundance of good things to Ernest Jones and son Richard, Mrs. thy and Priscilla, Mrs. Oeorge Moody'
;tbat
drapes
well
in
the
slim
straight
wool-like sbeer with a small raised
nique. While her greup was selected
eat appeared with the guests who Earle Terry and daughter Earlene and daughter Mildred, Mrs. Ray
i
lines
of
the
youthful
model.
The
check weave. This frock, especially
to show her talent in a varied light,
waistline
ls
normal
and
the
popular
were Misses Susan Nutt, Helen Pettce Miss Carolyn Howard, Mrs. Palmer mond Matthews, Mrs. Minnie Bean.
with WALTER HUSTON.
ln the mode for afternoon, ls set
side
front
closing
is
used.
A
gay
Salzedo's
“Praicheur"
(Zephyrs)
Mrs.
Augustus
Hunu
Mrs.
Robert
PHILLIPS HOLMES
Pease
and
son
Richard,
and
Mrs
Velma Rich, Helen Hall, Harnet and
off by the cunning use of a beaded print scarf further accentuates the
might be called the high light, and
Maudie Beaton, Mrs Helen Hotten- Clifford Perry all of Rockland. Mrs. H. House and Mrs. Maxfield. Mrs. I embroidery on sleeves and belt.
Now Playing
SHOWS
high neck line of the frock which
the deligh'. of the audience knew no
steln of Rockland and Philadelphia Perry was assisted by Miss Webber Simmons through bedridden, re-|
A high neck line, side front clos ls worn with a very attractive little
"ThLs Day
2.00, 6.45, 8.45
bounds when she announced as her
and Mrs. Kathleen Doane of South and Mrs. C. O. Perry. Dea received mains comfortable and enjoys par-1 ing. and a low placed slightly cir matching hat ot the same canvas
and Age"
Cont. Saturday
flrst encore “Whirlwind" long a fav
Chas. Bickford
ticipatlng in the life around her.
many pretty and useful gifts.
2 to 10.30
Portland.
*
.
cular fulness on the skirt are three material.

OCl ETY.

Plain Facts

New Fall Hats

In Saucy Sailors and Trim Berets—
They come in Satins, Felts and Velvets
Attractively Priced

$1.00

t
'
)

$5.00

. unu

New Town Frocks For Autumn

“SUNSET PASS”

“STORM AT
DAYBREAK”

I

-

-

-

-

Every-Otber Day
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Vocu£s Omcihatg in Whitg Houfqa
Family of Prfsidsnt Roosfvslt
responsible for popularizing two ofa
OUR LATEST CUSTOMS------ STARS
OF SOCIETY, STAGS, SPORT AND
SCREEN ALSO SET STYLES

I
I
Marlene Dietrich
men's clothing

I

' Jean Harlow
* qf the plati
num • blonde
hair.

Prince of Wales
wearing derby
hat.

Bunny Au»tin in tennis
shorts.

*

_ A

J Mrs. Dali, President Roosevelt's j
daughter, who popularized the'
serving of salads first.

WASHINGTON.—Presidents and
their families, like other notables,
often play leading roles in establish
ing or altering the styles and customs
of the people, and the administration
of President Franklin D. Roosevelt is
no e-ception.
Even prior to his inauguration, a
new shade of dress goods—the
"Eleanor Blue"—had become popular
out of respect for Mrs. Roosevelt, who
originated and wore that color on
some of her frocks during the inaug
ural ceremonies.
Later. Mrs. Curtis B. Dali. President
Roosevelt's energetic daughter, at one
of her luncheons served a salad as an
appetizer at the beginning of the-meal
instead of following the main dish.
The result has been the popularizing
throughout the country of the appe
tizer salad, which had its debut in
California.
• The new mode of serving salads first
has spread rapidly, largely through its
popularization through hotels, restau-

rants and clubs.
Hostesses were
quick to discover
Mrs. Franklin
that salads are
Roosevelt wearirng
unusually color
inauguration suit
ful and greatly
of Eleanor blue.
aid in decorating
the table. Wives
found that their
husbands and
children usually eat their salads when
they are served first, and frequently
don't eat their salads, or only nibble
at them, when served later in the
meal. This insures a balanced diet.
Whether they deal with food or so
cial usages, our customs and vogues
usually originate in the East and
spread Westward. Adoption in the
Comparable to the influence of
East of a West Coast custom is some
President Roosevelt's daughter in
what unique in American history, and
popularizing
"salads first ” has been
can be directly traced to the influence
of the Roosevelt family. For years the the British vogue for derby hats cre
ated by the present Prince of Wales;
mode of "salads first" has prevailed
in California, first spreading to some the revival of the bicycle craze
through the influence of Hollywood
sections of the Old South.

Mary Piekford
with her bicycle.

<

Park Avenue debs roller skatinq in Cen
tral Park, N. Y.

movie stars: popularization of tennis
shorts by Bunny Aust'r, the tennis
star; the vogue for tang., created by

Irene Bordinl, the actress; the roller
skating craze revived this year in
New York by Park Avenue debs; the
fashion of men's clothing for women
created by Marlene Dietrich, the mov
ie actress; raccoon coats popularized
by the rah-rah boys, and platinumblonde hair, introduced by Jean Har
low, another movie actress.

AT LAKEWOOD THEATRE
ELMER ALLEN'S CHAT folk* Harr> Paterson and,.
ger.e.-jus mouth. The piece de re quite a thrill in the audience when tional spirit- In bygone days every
____
j Murphy sold the tickets. Well lets
------sistance of her tea programs is it. beram? known that Charles Hack- household of any importance had its
ett,
famous
tenor
of
the
Metrepoliown
bard,
whose
songs
and
chants
r<
”
n
Kcene
'
famous
(<>«boy
Of
the
Has
Nice
Word
To
Say
About
a1' h°«* that we wU1
* here
'Stormy Weather.' She usually ar
year, that we will have the same ball
tan
Opera
Company,
was
present
served
to
while
away
many
a
long
Movies
Starring
This
Week
rives in one of many chocolate
Labor Day Show—Sorry team and have a pleasant Labor Day.
young and —turning
gowns, driving her own Lincoln. Mr Hackett, accompanied by his winter evening.
and that Mr. and Mrs. MacKenzie
To Have Boys Go
brother George, and Vincent Hub“The March of the Men of Harlech out thu week
Tom Keene.
And with her maid."
will have a pleasant winter, and be
"Three night clubs, patronized bard, vocal coach, sat near the rear was the song used to incite the chief-, famous cowboy who u appearing
Gladys 67. Clair .Morgan
Oh me oh my how It did rain on with us again next season.
chiefly by whites in Harlem, have j or the auditorium on tne leit. wnue to defend Harlech Castle when theguest star wUh the La^^ood payers
Labor Day. Was I disappointed? yes.
closed permanently
and several he looks like pictures of him we see Lancastrian Queen Margaret of An- m the comedy hu 0( la6t £easoni
We received a nice card from Boze
and a thousand others were too.
other
find patronage waning. I'. In
mu lc magazines he impresses Jou with her young son. took refuge Ooodbye Again.”
drawn up in hts own Ingenious way.
The famous Villa Tribchen, where amkeit,” “Madschen's Lied," and is pred cted that the entire Harlem or,*? as being smaller and thinner. I there from l.h*? Yorkists after the
There
would
have
been
that
many
But while there Is an unusual elcspeaking of that score board we are
for six
Wagner lived ___
. years (from "D" Schmid,” and Strauss' “Mor- ciaze would have vanished had it no was introduced to him after the battle of Northampton. Harlech is menl of interest for boys and girls and more probably If it had been a to have next season* We are always
. t.
u
gen." One of her groups included been for the saddle-colored Ethel concert, and found him to be. like one of the six great castles that Ed- m
ln Keene's
Keene's Lakewood
Lakewood appearance
aiwearance fair day. But the baseball boys and
1866 to 1872i. and where he finished »
u
a
glad to hear from him and admire to
"Va Loin, a French fo.kong daisn® Watters'
rendition
of
'Stornv
all
those
who
have
accomplished
ward
I
built
to
keep
the
newly
con,
there
Is
also
a
strong
appeal
in this other local talent gave a splendid l ’ d
D.e Meistersinger and Siegfried, and from Caesar.& Galhc tavasion and
his contributions ln The
*
We a'.her.' This puffed new life into things in this world of ours, of quered land in order.”
entertainment ln Odd Fellows hall i Courier-Gazette. Keep it up, chum,
wrote Gotterdammerung and the two Breton folk songs.
the Black Belt, at least temporarily " charming simplicity and directness.
«...
that evening.
It was called “St. j
• • • •
Siegfried Idyll, has been opened as
Mr. Llppy. who
won his
„ completely
.
“8on» writers' even ,op nctchers Hl pror'°URCed the eoncert ver> fine
The young man with the long hair
George
Scrap
Book.
”
Miss
Elizabeth
Our
boys
played
a return game with
a Wagner Museum. On the shore of audiences in Camden and Rockland
average mOre than $350 a and said that he had enjoyed every and hungry 1<xilc submitted a symthe Lake of Lucerne, and not- far concerts in previous summers, has WMk m royallies, and that only for minute of It. Ar.d this is of inter- phony for thc publlsher.g consldera-I
Corey who is spending the summer Rockland Thursday and were beaten
...
by one run, the score being 4 to 3 in
from the City of Lucerne. Its situa- ™de tremend0U5 s^ldes?>
art. a few weeks. Twenty years ago a est-Mr. Hackett and his companions
lalter told Wm t0 reUlrn
here was responsible for this fine
favor
(o
lion is so idvllic that the fact of Its ”, T?
hit song was worth caal!y 5100000 «onverscd in Italian betwccn num- in a week for an answer,
and pleasing program. The hall was Togus and Norway for players to
lion is so Idyllic that the fact of 1U his art takes on added maturUy and
repu.?dly made ,250. b,rs, LtUe linking there was some.. askcd the muslc merchanl
I crowded to .he limit so that the pro- help them out. Most of their runs
having inspired the master is seif- ] finish as time goes on. He contri- 0(x) on .Alexandcr*s
Time Band' one sitting in front of them drink
j seven days later, "how does $500
j gram was repeated Tuesday evening 1 were made on hard luck fielding by
evident. When the Museum was re-J buted to the program "Vision Fugi- alon.? The average life of a son;; , ing It all ln word for word. This ; st.rlke you?"
(to another large audience.
j our toys* We s*lou'd worry.
summered the
cently opened officially, in the as-1 l'vc from Massenets Herr.diade. today. due to frequent broadcast- someone was thrilled and proud to , .' -well-er-er-really."
„„„
• • V •
1 Everyone did so well it is very hard I
semblage were two; of Wagner's and the Prologue from "Pagliacci; ings, js about six weeks. In addition hear Mr. Hackett sing the praises • C3mposer. "I amoverwhelmed—thatWe would like to make a suggestion
daughters—Countess Blandine Gra- an old Premh drinking song. Hahn s , the number of music song sheet shop- of Miss McLaughlin.
"A voice of ] ts more thanI-I-er"
to describe it. "Welcome to our to the baseball management of Rock
vina and Mrs. Eva Chamberlain.
"Infelicite." Strauss’ “Ruhe Melne jn AnieriCa has shrunk 75 per cent.
beauty and color” was the verdict.
I
show."
by the baseball boys was the land, that it would be a fine thing
"That's the best I can do," snapped
The museum conUins 150 valuable 8t*'e* Marxs Dei Ton. Kernco"I have wondered if other wanderers
• • • •
the publisher; “I couldn't think of
opening chorus and from tlien on It for the fans If they would bring the
mementos of Wagner's life there, in- j han s "Smuggler's gong" and Mrs at night in a citys street arc drawn , Many have been reading of the ; publishing a symphony for less.
was very interesting and laughable, score board nearer the grandstand so
eluding the manuscript scare of th. ^
Beach s All Love But a to hesiute before lit windows wher? recent Eisteddfod in Wales, and this ! Have you the cash with you?"
1 The skit "Silence Please', by John the score can be seen readily. Take
Siegfried Idyll, paintings, litho- D*?'
there's music. Last, night before
Ricker and four others, was fine. this for what it Is worth. I will
paragraph, taken from "Lands and
-graphs, photographs, letters by WagThe musicale served as Mr. Haw- an ojd brownstone on West 76th I
'
The
Moor? Sisters ln songs were ex guarantee our boys will not puncture
ner and by his friends, and—best of lclns Camden debut, it is gratifying , halted. A silhouette of a woman's Peoples" (Oroller Society) is of incellent. Miss Elisabeth Corey's In it with home runs.
• • • •
all — the composer's grand piano 110 'earn
he made a favorable hands moved over the keys softly,, terest ln that connection:
terpretation of the colored lady- at
I The baseball season Is over as far
which was sent to him in his place impression upon that discriminating caressingly, flirting in a leisurely way 1 "The Welsh language is soft and
the telephone was very nice, and a
as the Twilight League is concerned.
of refuge in Zurich as a present, by audience. His voice, of wide range wlth a bar of Grieg, wandering into ' musical and musical ability seems the ;
"Midnight Fantasy" by Ada Reid and |
Leona Peters
the widow of Erard. Later it fol- i *
ts wt’shown
Ch°rdS l°W#rdS & ’natCh °f SChU' ' birthright of the people. A Welsh I
We had a fine team and a splendid
Ruth Barter needs special mention.
set of boys. No discords have arisen
lowed him to Venice, Paris, Vienna. I
used, as was shown in the dif- ( mann. Then quiet, and a provokingl
line
looking,
clean
cut
young
man
for
"Impersonations
of
Famous
Men
”
,
Munich. Tribschen and Bayreuth., ficult aria "Eri Tb" from Verdi's lltUe struggle - on - the - cliff tune j vllla?e on Sunday mornin* appears
But a wonderful modern medi (cider patrons of the Theatre.. One [ by John Ricker and John Davidson, during the entire season. Manager
Rawley feels proud of them. It has
It has been lent to the new museum "Masked Ball," and also an aria from | picked out with one hand. Whoever ,
be deserted, for everyone goes to , cine which acts upon the conditions
I of the interesting features about pleased the audience greatly. “The |
which CAUSE the pain. Take them
Wolf's "VerbogcnheiL” I u was seemed to be choosing a church or chapel, and everyone sings
by Winifred Wagner and her four; Palstaff,
regularly and you should suffer less Keene Is his versatility and those who Long and Short Of It" was another | Rnd we &re Mn.y tQ havc them ]eaye
j Strauss’ “Zuelgnung." Schubert’s ■ melody. I wondered if it would be there. In castle or cottage throughchildren.
and
space----- 1— ‘that
l'"‘ pleased. Time
-------------and less each month. PERSISTENT J nave seen him in “Goodbye Again" number
Elmer E. Allen.
I “Lltanal” and Bungert's "Sand- Chopln or perhaps a torch hi-de-hl ou^ the Principality we may hear
• • • •
USE BRINGS PERMANENT RE nave been pleasantly surprised at do not permit us to speak of each. The
Tenant's Harbor. Sept. 9.
Frank Bibb, distinguished coach- I tragcr."
All of a sudden there floated to the this singing, frequently to the ac*
LIEF. Sold at all good drug stores. his ability as a comedian. Not slap- clowns and the male quartet and
Those who have been privileged to darkness a woman's voice—velvety, companimenl. of the harp.
accompanist. recently gave a musi
Small size 501.
j tick comedy, not rough comedy, but dancers were applauded to the echo.
"Long before the time of Christ,
cale of rare worth at his charming hear Frank Bibb at the piano can warm and moonlighty. and the song
I dry. subtle comedy, sparkling with It was the best show ever given in
summer home in Camden, with in well understand with what perfec she sang began "Grieve not. dear the W Tsh had their Druids, who
LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S wit.
Odd Fellows hall, so I am told.
vitations extended to 200 persons, tion he accompanied these singers. love! although we often part.’ I. were priests and teachers, and their
Tuesday being an ideal day the
!
Those
who
feel,
however,
that
Tom
TABLETS
drawn largely from Camden and the And he is always a most, charming might lie and say my eyes misted, j bards who were poets and minstrels.
| Keene's appearance is to be the cli- program for labor Day was carried
FOR RF.IJF.F ANT) PREVENTION
summer colonies. The artists were host. Do you wonder that it was an But I did go on with a queer clutch At their great, national gatherings
| max of the Lakewood season are mis- cut, only on a smaller scale, two ball
OP PERIODIC PAINS
Dorothy Fox Allen, soprano; Earl evening to be long remembered? in my throat. For something about the two were always present. DruidWaldoboro j
! taken for the management has games being played.
• • • •
Lippy. baritone; and Elwood Haw
the voice was pathetically poignant, ism was suppressed by the Romans,
another outstanding comedy success came over (which was very nice of1
I am among the many avid read a heart that was overflowing with but officials called Druids and t
kins. also a baritone, all students
of last season in store for the week of it) and crossed tats with our boys.,
dressed like the Druids of old in |
with Mr. Bibb. Several musicians ers of O. O McIntyre's column overwhelming ache."
Sept. 18. with one of the most ac St. George winning both games.
Make Your Faee
HAVE YOUR
flowing white garments preside over !
of note were in the audience, among which appears in a chain of daily
Mrs. Fannie Morris served excellent,
complished actresses in the principal
them Mmc Lea Luboshutz. Carlos papers, and have casually gathered [ People are still - saying—“Did you the bardic congress known as the j
' lobster stew and chicken pie dinners a Business Asset
role ever to appear at Lakewood.
FRAMING DONE AT
That pimply, irritated akin may
Salzedo, Zlatko Balokovic. Kitty a few paragraphs pertaining to music ; go to Lottie McLaughlin’s concert? Eisteddfod which Is held every year
The play is Sidney Howard Adapta at her booth. Orville Williams and !
be more than a source of suffering
from his delightful and unusual^ Wasn't it wonderful!" And It was in some part of the country.
McLaughlin and Boris Goldovsky.
tion “The Late Christopher Bean," Henry Allen were managers of the i and embarrassment—It may be
wonderful—a concert worth remem
“The bards are dressed in flowing
Mrs. Allen's singing thrilled her'slant:
taken from a French production. "beano" game. < leorge Day served keeping you out of a better job.
"Ethel Waiters, colored chanter, Ls bering always. Atmosphere, color, a robes in this festival, which lasts
The featured player will be Leona ice cream and soft drinks. Alfred |
Locate the source of the disorder,
hearers. A voice of great beaut.y.
Powers who this week is giving such Hocking had charge of track events and while treating it internally if
marked by finished art. She has the the most popular offering of the feast for eyes and ears, a brilliant some days, and to it come the people
necessary, waah your face twice
a splendid account of herself in with assistants, in fact Alfred was all daily with Rcainol Soap. Then
ability to seize ar.d sustain musical moment at afternoon teas and it is audience with many notables ln It, in their thousands from all over
“Goodbye Again" and who made such over the lot.
apply Resinol Ointment freely to
mood, has poised bearing and ease the highest priced. repu'.*>dly $200 glorious music — and dominating ‘t Wales, from town and village and
ROCKLAN'D a favorable impression in her first
Lots of things were on sale at the the pimply spot s. This simple treat
of production. She was particularly each for such performances. The all our own Lottie with her charm, mountain farm, to take part in the > 406 MAIN ST.,
ment relieves the soreness and
various musical and literary compe- j Over Crie Hardware Co. Tel. 251 Lakewood appearance in "When different booths and were well man quickly promotes healing of the
happy as an interpreter of such singer is dusky brown with straight her sweet friendliness.
Before the concert there was tltions, and to keep alive tlie naLadies Meet,"—adv.
aged by some of our capable women] ugly blemishes. Begin it today.
great Ueder as Brahms' "Feldens- black hair, beady bright eyes and

I THE REALM OF MUSIC I§
*

Not Just Another
PillTo Deaden Pain

GREGORY’S
Picture and Framing
Shop

t

